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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

To begin, the neecl, for the development of a variety of

evaluation instruments and techniques for the social studies

seems to be so clear that it hardly requires extended argument.

Nevertheless, some evidence relative to this need will be cited

for the purpose of identifying-certain dimensions of social

studies achievement and evaluation that have been neglected

more than others.

In his discussion of the search for dimensions of

achievement in the social studiea Heriry Dyer has suggested that:

The first major problem for the future of
educational measurement is to find, ways and
ineans of multiplying the measurable dimensions
of educational achievement to the point where
they come as close as possible to encompassing
all the important .categories' of behavior that
are likely to be a'cquired inside and outside
of the classroom. (10, 41)*

*References will be
(a) " or "(a, b)." In this

in the bibliography and "b."
reference is made.

indicated by one of two forms,
usage "a" refers to an entry
to the page or pages to which

.0
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The significance of Dyer's statement for evaluation

in tile social studies is that since we hve not yet identified

all or most of the dimensions of behavior that might be affected

by instruction in.the social studies, we'have not been in a -

position to develop evaluation instruments or techniques to

't

assess behavior in these dimensions.

In his discussion of the orelationship of; the new

curriculum ferment to the need for broader evaluation per-

spectives, J. Thomas Hastings has foreshadowed the point of

departure of ibis study. He states:

Evaluation has tended to stress the "knowing"
and to a lesser extent, the "applying's types
of outcomes. The new curriculum projects are
stressing higher skills and abilities and are
heavily concerned with attitudes, interests,
and motivating values. (18, 14-15).

Robert W. Heath has asserted that the distinctive.

goals of the neW curricula require different conceptions of

achievement and different methods of Measurement. He. main-

tains that:

Educational testing has attempted, with con-
siderable success,' to measure the- degree to

which students achieve certain educational
objectives. An efficient technology has
developed to assess iihat facts and applications
the student knows. Achievement tests usually
call upon the student to demonstrate his
knowledge Of terms and facts, to appropriately
apply these elements of informatien, and to'
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show his comprehension of orgailizing schemes.
. . . The proiolemc of assessing student progress
toward the distinctive goals of 4the new curricula
is not a simple one. The body of psychometric
s.kills now available has largely' arown out of
traditional educational practices. It seems
necessary to approach the problem for a frame
of reference which -,is'different in its con-
'ception of achievement and therefore different
in method of measurement. (19, 240 and 241),

3

In his analysis of-. evaluation in the service of course

imprciv,ement, Lee J. Cronbach.has- identified import\ant objectives:

underlying coritemporary curricular revision. He concludes that:

In evaluating today's curricula, it will clearly
be important to appraise the student ' s general
educational growth, ,which curriculum developers
say LI more important than mastery of the specific
lessons presented,: . . . The outcomes observed
should include gener\al outcomes ranging far

b,eyond the poll/tent of the curriculum itse3 f:
attitudes, career choices, general understandings
and intellectual powers, and aptitude for
further learning in the field. (9, 234 and .248)

Commenting on the importance of affective objectives and

the need for appropriate measures of these objectives, the Ai-

thors of the Taxonomy of Educational Objectives:--Affective-- -

'Domain observe that:

In the original statement of objectives (of
several major courses at the general education
level of Coege) there was frequently as much
emphasis given to affective objectives as to
cognitive"objectives. What is missirig is a
systematic effort tà col_lect evidence of growth
in affective' objectives which is in any v.r.ay
parallel to the very great ,and systematic efforts'
to evaluative cognitive achievement. . . . The



situation with respect to affective objectiveS
is so primitive that little in the way of
rAe-aning is at present conveyed by statements-of
objectives. (21, 16 and 21)

It should be clear f om the above statements by spe-

c(ialists in evaluation and_ me-aturement that emerging curricula

in the United States are emphasizing dirnensionS of learning

that require new perspectives Sand methods of measurement. It

should also be clear that affective objectives .dre, prominent

mong the outcomes of concern to curriculum authors.

Now 'if it is true that little meaning is communicated

by contemporary statements 'of affective objectives, then it

would seem necessary at the outset -to clarify the meaning of

the term "affective objective" or "affective behavior" as it is

used in this study. Turning to ordinary language, it may be

'said that people as a resalt of their experiences learn to

orient themselves toward other people, objects, si.tuations, and

symbols. . That is, peole learn as a result of their experiences

to accept,, to a degree, certain "things" and to reject, to a

degree, other "thinigs."

Consequently, affective behavior might be viewed as that

which a person does whiCh emphasizes a degree of acceptance or
,

rejection. -rioever,. it is not neCessary, and perhaps not even

desirable., to vieviaffective objectives solely in terms of be-

haviors' or acts.. In this regard, Theodore Newcom'b' s conception

9

,
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of attitude is instructiv_e. Newcomb tells., us that:
_. .

, ,..
An individual's attitude toward-sometting is
1,1,9 Predisposition to perform, perceive, think,

:and feel in relation to it. (27, 1).9)

The implication tc be drawn from Newcomb's conception

is that affective objectives, which Comprehend attitudes , may
- 1,

''also be\ viewed' asdispositibna :That is,. although beh.aviof--.
,

provides the evidence for, infer6nces about affec.tive states or

tendencies, it is the cànsistency of the .behavior that is re-

ferAd to when we talk about t'he affective domaiizi.. And wiien we *,

arewoficenied educationally with affectiVe objectives,.'we are

especially concerned with nurturing dispositions tc rea.ct in
_

consistent ways rather' 'than with programming for specific be-
_

havior in specific situations.

Operational definitions of affective orientations toward

specific things will be reserved for later. discussion .in this

study, but for the present it can.be said that an affective

objective will refer to a person's disposition to react to' some-
,

thing in a consistent way.

t. The Probtern

The school s concern with affective- objectives 'is p.rob-
.

ably as old as the School.inStitution itself. One may, perhaps,

illustrate the naturn of this concern.by reference to the.
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generic educ.ational process, i.e., socialization'.

analySis of the family, Goode Valls us' that:

his

Socialization is a pirocess in which the person
learns hoW others in his'' family eacpect,',hiin to

,he himself comes tà feelbehave, and, an .whi
this is both ttie gt and the desirabl e` way ,
to act. .(17,, 1)

^

In bri.ef, socializa i. is a process in whiCh a person:,.
lealms certain basic...A.81es and alfectiVe 'orientations toWard

. .
.. 1

these .roles.
. .

Educatiorrt may be viewed as' an exten sion of the _.

ization process in'which the. person leap,s 'formal symbols. arid
.1

.ways of sinfoolic intera.dtion with is world -and in fighi4h- he
.

develops dispoSitions to res d in a consiseent'way to. syntbols
it :

.

and symbglic: forms of interadtion.. If this irrie'di reasoning,

. is. correct, then it would seem that the'. school ' s cc,ncern for

affective objectives is essential.
_.

\Assuming that the school is .cOncerned with the develop-
, .

ment of affective objéctives, that ,tirriculuni authors view the

learning of affective objectiveS 'as impo'rtant, that no systematic.?
.....___________ .,

. , ..attempt.has been made to' collect'eyidence Of growth in affective.,.
r

i

4 .

objedtives, and that affective' objective's' typically *convey little
a .

-
c

: . , . ..meaning, then the .ques ,,..ion arlses , "Now should affective objed-,
. .... .

- Oyes lob ft*roulated pp' expre'ssed?" In .brief, the prob3,e16 i-.F.3,,/
4- -..:.- . .

hOw shAll .we forMulate affeCtive Objectivei.in- communica61 8 terms?
. ._ ,,,i ..

t

.
% I t... :'I I , ,

........ *
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Definition of Terms

It-9as been indicated earlier that, i general terms,

an affective objective will refer to a person's\disposition to

react to a thing in a consistent way. This concePion of

affective objectives is consistent with both ordinary and tech-

nical usage. .
liowever, since it is the. purpose of this study to

formulate some affective objectives in communicable terms, it

will be netessary to inspect the dispositibn to react to things

in context.

Three disciplines have been identified a3 useful con-

texts in,which to vieW the disposition to react to things. The
0

first of these disciplines,.philosophy-of science, deals with.

. ,

the tendency to react to the generic aspects of situations. As

0

Cohen and Nagel point out: ,.

In dealing intellectually with some concrete,
specific.situation, we do not pay.attention,
to all of the infinitely complex relations Which
it has, or to all of its qualities. On the
contrary, we.neglect almost all 'the. qualities
and relations Which,a.thing has, and note only
those.features whidh enable us to view that
thing,as an instance or example 'of indefinitely
repeatable.patterfis or types of situations.

(7,,'371)
v.

Thu , our very knoWledge of the.world -would seen to

depend,on .the willingness and the ability to respond to the

general.features of situations.
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A second context in. whiCh to view the disposition.to
,

react to things in a generalizind way is found in sociology.° -

In his analysis of scientific concepts Ely Chinoy maintains-

that:

Much if not most of our everyday conversation
deals with sPecifi'c individuals, occasions,
situations, and material things. . . . We spend
little time considering in general terms.the
nAture of the family, of jobs, or of.dating.
The task of sociology, as of all sciences, is
to deal with classes of phenomena, not with
individual' cases, It is in part this
concern with the generar.rather than with the
particular which leads us to say that sociological
concepts tend toward a higher level of abstraction
or generalization than those of everyday discourse.
(6 4' 4)

ConSequently, it would seem that in order to think

systematiically or scientifically one must focus on selected,

general aspects of reality.

A third Context relevant to the disposition to react'

to the features of things is the field of educational psycholOgy.
A

In his discussion of 'learning to learn" Le_ Cronbach states

The ability to use each type of cue is learned.
. . . The superior ability of Samoans in rhythmic
tasks may be explained as a consequence of-cumu-
lative attention to rhythmic cues and actions.

. The essence of "learning to learn" seems to
be directing attention toward appropriate tarts
of the scene and their relationships. (8, 323

and 325) f

13
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The implication of Cronbach's conclusion for objectives

in the social studies is that the disposition to respond to

sombthing in a consistent way is learned, and conzequently it is

,probably amenable to instruction.

The inspection of the disposition to respond to things

in three contexts suggests that a fundamental learning in the

social sciences is the disposition to respond to the general

features of situations, i.e., to those features of situations

that are repeatable. In consequence, for the purposes of this

study affective objectives will refer to the person's dispogi-

'tion to respond consistently to selected features of social

situations, whether these features be general or particular. ,

Research Hypotheses

The hypotheses tested.in thiS study refer to two widely

separated groups of students. One group is called a Project

group and the other group ig called a Graduate Student group.

The Project group consists of students who have been taught

social studies materials inDemonstration Centers for.Gifted

Youth.for onfe academic year. During the academ3c year the

Project group studied social studies. materials 'prepared by the

Social Science Curriculum Study Center at the University of

Illinois. The.Project students were mainly eighth-grade

1 6

/



students, with less than one-third'classified as seventh-grade

students. The Graduate Student group consisted of candidates

for themaster's and doctor's degrees in Education who were en-

rolled in a graduate course concerned with cv.rricula and methods

of teaching in the social studies. In these contexts, it is

hypothesized that:

1. .Project students,will demonstrate a more frequent

preference for the general features of social sit-

uations than for the particular features of social

situations.

2.* Preference for the general features of social si

uations is more positively related to Project

achievement test scores than is preference for

the particular features of social situations.

. Graduate students in social studies education will

demonstrate a more frequent preference for the

-.particular features of social situations.-
, .

4. On the.average, graduate students in social studies

education will demonstrate a more frequent .preferena?,

tor the general features of social situations than .

will Project students.
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. Otlier.important questions, beyond those treated.in the

research hypotheses, are dealt with in this study. The most

important of these questions concerns the feasibility of

forMulaemg affective objectives in communicable terms. .That is,

can affective objectives be so formulated:as to reduce the wide

range of interpretation commonly associated with statements of

affective objectives?' (24, 11)

Another question.concerns the problem of measuring be-

havior in such a Way that repeated measurements will ghow

consistency, and relevance to the kind of objective we are

interested in. In brief, we shall be concerned with the

reliability and validity of our set of observations.

There are, in addition, questions concerning the.

.!

stability of dispositions as well as questied's concegting tae
. !

. effects of various factors and conditions on dispositional

stability and change. In respect to the stability of the

dispositions to react.to things, Bloom suggests that:

Stable characteristics are more likely to be
based on interacticnal processes, 07ays of
relating to phenomena, life style, etc. (3, 4)

In distinguishing between stable and superficial

characteristics, Bloom employs such criteria as the length of

time required for the development cf a characteristic, the
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amount of conscious control /hat may be exerted on particular

behavior, and the extent to which a charactxitistic is dominant

at several stages in life. In the light of these criteria' it

is believed that the disposition to respond to general or par-

\

ticular aspects of phenomena is readily classifiable among the

basic or stable personality processes.

Concerning the ffects of various factors and conditions

on dispoitional Bruner has stated that:

In short, an induced set can guide the. person
3.-.0 proceed nong nerically and by rote ot to
proceed as if w at was to be learned was a -

principle ok a eneric.method Of.coding events.
. . For by.viitue of.living in a certain

kind of prOfess onal or Social setting, our
.approach to new experience.becomes constrained--
we develop, if ou will, a prófessional deforma-
-tion with respec\t to ways of coding events. The
mathematician t4ds udth time to code more and
more.events in.t rms of certain fórmal codes 'that
.iZe the stock in trade of his Profession% :The -7

fiistorian has hi particular deformations, and.so
too the psychologist. (5, 52)

Although it is be ieved. that dispositions to respond Lo

things in a generic or a p rticular way are not among.the

relatively superficial char cteristips that an individual may

develop in a short time, and this belief is consistent with

conditions implied by Bruner the present study is limited to a

few, relatively brief status s-udies in contrast to longitudinal

growth studies. Nevertheless, by including such dispatatc-
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groups 'as junior high school stuaents and graduate stUdents in

this study, some speculation_will be afforded concerning the

possible influence of professional tra-ining_on the dispositibn

to respond to the general ,or.particular features of social
,

phenomena.,
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CHAPTER 11

A CONCEPTION OF COGNITIVE PREFERENCE

14

The major purpose in developing a conception is to

facilitate communication. Consequently, the majorlaurpose in

developing a conception of cognitive preference is to facilitate
---

cbmmunicatlon-among curriculum developers, teachers, administra-
----__

tors, students, the public, evaluators, and other curriculuin

researchers. To this end-we-turn first tO the TaXongmy_of

EduCational Objectives: Cognitive Domaicause the work of

Bloom and others represents a major attempt to provide a comm6h----

framework forjcommunication dbout educational objectives:

(4, 10)

Cognitive Domain

'The amthors of the taxonomy.describe the cognitive_

domain in these terms:

The cognitive domain includes those okijectives
which deal with the recall or recognition of
knowledge and the development of intellectual
abilities and skills. (4, 7)

Therefore, a comprehensive explication of the meaning of cog-

nition could be concerned with such behaviors as recalling,

comprehending, applying, analyzing, synthesizing, and evaluating.
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However, at the present stage of curriculum development and

evaluation in the social studies, we are generally concerned

with a more limited view of cognition.

We take as the basis for our view of cognition the first

reports of the work of the eilht original Centers established

. under Project Social Studies, i.e., curriculum projects financed

by the Cooperative Reseazch BranCICOf the Department Cf Health,

Education,,and Welfare and initiated in 1963. In their summary

report of the work these eight original Centers, Fenton and

,

Good state that:

With on6iexception, each ofrthe HEW curriculum 4

projects in the social studies seeks to identify
the structure of social science disciplines or
to baild a ciirriculum arotnd social science.
concepts. . . . Thus far, however, no consensus
about structure has emerged. Some groups seem
to identify the term with generalizations drawn
fram the social sciences; one implies that structure
is synonymous with the social scientists' mode
of inquiry. (13, 207)

Thus it would seem that the organizing Scheme and basic

educati 1 objective in Project Social Studies is knowledge,

knowledge t concepts, or knowledge about generalizations,

or knowledge abo mode of -inqUiry. Starting with the 'restriated

view that cognition c isists largely of*knowledge about things,

°

then it would seem approp ate to inspect the knowledge category

as it is-outlined by the autho s of the Taxonomy_of Educational

Objectives: Co nitive Domain, Bl in and his colleagues have

.20
,

4.
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outlined the knowledge category in the following way:

1.00 Knowledge

1.10 Knowledge of Specifics

1.11 Knowledge of Terminology

1.12 Knowledge of Specific Facts

1.20 Knowledge of Ways and Means of Dealing with
Spccifics

1.21 Knowledge of Conventions

1.22 Knowledge of Trends and Sequences

1.23 Knowledge of Classificatiohicl"Categories

1.24 Knowledge of Criteria

1.25 Knowledge of Methodology

1.30 Knouledge of the Universals and Abstractions
in a Field

1.31 Knowledge of Princililes and Generalizations

1.32 Knowledge of Theories and Structures
(4, 201-204)

For the purpose of this stUdy, i.e., the foriallaLion in

communicable terms of the disposition to react to the particular

or general features of social situations, it is useful to view

the knowledgercategory as extending from concrete to abstract,

or particular to general, For example, knowledge of specifics

will refer to concrete, particular phenomena: "On,September 24,

1963, the United States Senate ratified the nuclear test ban
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by a vote of eight? to nineteen." However, knowledge

salr, will refer to abstract, general phenomena: "All

have conflicts about the allocation of values."

17

of univer-

societies

In brief, the search fOi different types of cognition to

which students can respond has led to a knowledge category mhich

ranges from knowledge of specifics to knowledge of the universals

and abstractions in a field. The position is not without warrant

for the acquisition of knowledge or information is probablylithe

most common_educational objective in American ed cation. (4,

28) 'In order to further specify the types of cognition with

which we shall be concerned we make the simplifying assumptions

that 1).knoWledge of specific facts and knowledge of.terminology

_... are characteristic of traditional social studies cutxicula in

American schools, and 2) knowledge of methodology and knowledge

of principles and generalizations are characteristic of "new"

social studies curricula in American schools. However, it should

be reccignized that the difference is one of emphasis; there is

\
undoubtedly considerable overlap in the ktilicls of knowledgos

treated in Mese "model" curricula.

To summarize, by cognition or cognitive we shall now

refer to the following manifestations:*

*Adapted from Taxonomy of Educational Obiectives, Hand-
book I: 'Cogaitive Domain. .

e
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1. Knowledge of specific facts

2. Knowledge of terminology or terms

3. Knowledge of methodology

4. Knowl dge of principles and generalizations

Affective Domain

The authors of the taxonomy concerned with affective

'objectives describe their focus in the following terms:

Affective objectives vary from simple attention
to selected phenomena to compIte.x but internally
consistent qualities of character and'conscience.
(21:7)

Or, to state the matter in terms of a continuum, the authors of

the'Affective Domain describe the following process4
-

The more we carefuny studied the components
(of affective objectives), however, the
clearer it became that a continuum might be
derived by appropriatly ordering the:1i. 'Thus

the continuum progressed from a level at Which
the individual is merely aware of a phenomenon,
being able to perceive it. At a next lev-c1 he
is willing SD attend the phenomena. At the next
level he responds to_the phenomena with a positive
feeling. Eventually he may feel strongly enough
to go out of his way to respond. "kt some point
-in the process he conceptualizes his behavior and
feelings and organizes these eonceptualizations
into a structure. This structure grows in com-
plexity as it becomes his life outlook. (21, 27)

Underlying the continuum described above seems to be a

process that can be viewed as the development of inner control.

.r.13
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Beforemattempting to locate the behavior referred to as

A :1st,

"preference- on the continuum of affective objectives, it is

necessary-to return to some clarifications made earlier. ,Ffist,

it wap noted that an affective objective refers to a person's

disposition to react to something in a consistent way: Setond,
4

when viewed in the gontext.of soqial-Stimuli, it was seen that

/an affective-objective refers to.a person's disposition to re-
/

spond consistently to particular or general features. of .e

/.situations.
/

The Contextual definitions of affective objectiye.stated
4$/

above is actually.quite close.to our intuitive or ordinary. con=

ception.of 'Treference." However, it is necessary that an

attempt be made to locate "affective behavior" or preference"

on the affective continuum. For this reason, an inspection-will-

be made of the affective domain as it is outlined by the authors

of the Taxonomy of Educational Objectives: Affective Domain.

Krathwohl and his'colleagues have outlined the affective tate-

gory in these terms:

1.0 Receiving (attending) .

1.1 Awareness

1,.2 Willingness to receive

143 Controlled or selected attention

4r.7114

7

a
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a
2.0 Responding,,,,

.

2.1 Acquiesc.enCe.iri espalding,,

2.2 Willingness tjrespond
0'

2.3 Satisfaction In response

3.0 Valuing

-3.1 Acceptance 'of a val e

3.2 Preference.tor a' Valu.,

3.3 Commitment (conviction)

4.0 Organization

4.1 Conceptualization

4.2. Organization of a

5.0 Characterization by a

5.1 Generalized sest.

:

,

:
of a'vaiue'

value system

value or vali-le

- 5.2 Characterization (21, 95)

complex'

'Where the disposition to respond consistently to

particular or gelleral features of situations.be located on the

above continuut? Clearly, there is no)necessity that the dis-.

'

position to lespond in a consistent way be accompanied by an

emotional response, i.e., ,a feeling cf satisfaction, pleasure,

or enjoyment. If this is true, then it would seem that the dis-.

position to respond in a consistent way should be located at An

.response, category,HoweVer,

early_le'vel in the continuum,

state:

prior to the 2.3,,atisfactioll

as Krathwoh14and his associates

rnr
ito
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4 The emotional component appears 'gradually through'
the range of internalization categories and. 1. .
it is more particularly relevant to certain behaviors
and/or to behavior in certain areas, subject matter,
or situations .than' to others. Thus the attempt to ..

ipecify a given position in the hierarchy as the,.'ne
.. at whicll the emotional component ia4ded-rnay-be

...
do omed_to fa-llurb-;----(2T,-1-31) 1

,i'.
. ...

* ,
What 'the uthors of the taxonomy , seem to imply therein

*.
. '. .

is that -Ur presence or absence of an emotional response in re,'
.

.-
.

lation to a process Of human development will depend 'on the
1 4.

particular characteristics of situations,. i.e., 'tihat,the

cindiv,idtial brings to the situation i.n terms of ,his history and
,

- the interaction Of this history or experience with certain. . ,

. -
features of the situation. However, for the purpose of a

generic description of a process, the authOrs have arbitrarily

placend the emotional component at a_point where it seems to

occur most frequently and where it appears to be an important

aspebt of the' objectives, at a level of the continuum.

'The problem raised immediately above suggests something

4very important about the .nature of the Taxonomy of. Educational

Objectives, C g itive and ,Affective Domains. What it suggests

is that... the pbjectives are not stated in behavioral. or "observa-.

I
tion terms. Rather, the: description ,of the objectives would

seem to poipt to the kinds of situations in which an objective ,

may or TcLay not be observed. Whether or not an objective Is



., presento would seem to depend on the interaction of learner and

13
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situation. In consequence, considerable interpretation is re-

,

cluired in applying,the categories or objectives to specific
--r-

cases.

Concerning, the question at hand, "Where shall the dis-

position to respond consistently to the particular or general

fgatures of situations be located on the affective continuum?",

it' has been argued that an inherent vagueness or open-endedness

of the continuum categories renders classification difficult.

Consequently, it will be necessary to turn to the purpose of

this study in'o.rder7't9 '.identify some useful guidelines.

'It has been stated earlier that the purpose of this

-AL

study is to formulate (certain) affective objectives in communi-

cable terms. Successive interpretations of aiis purpose have
.

resulted in a focus on the individual's consistent preference
e

for the particulax or general features of -cognitive statements.

It is in this latter formulation that we find a useful guideline.

By '"prefers" we mean that the reaction or. response is bychoice.

It should be clear from the .usacte of, "prefers" that we

. .

are referring neither to sheer awazeriess of something ndr to

satisfaction in the response to s,ornething: We are referring to

the '..3eind of bOlavior specified in 'the taltonomy of affective

objectives as "willingness to 4espond, " .the 2.-2 catectory as

4
s.



outlinefi earlier. Concerning this kind of behavior, the' authors

of the takonomy tell us that:

The key to -this level is in the term "willingness,."
with its implication of capacity for voluntary
activity. This is not so much a response to
outside prompting as it is to a voluntary response
from choice. . . . The student's display of ,
interest in what he is doing is a definite
sign of 2.2 behavior. Such positive reactions
can be systematically noted in ongoing class
behavior or by setting up paper-and-pencil .

test situations in which the student Makes
preferences among activities he has performed
or indicates to what extent he wants to
continue 'activities already begun at the
teacher's request. (21, 124, 125 and 127)

To summarize, by cognitive we refer to .athe following:

1. Knowledge of specific' facts.

2. Knowledge of terminology or, terms

3. Knowledge of methodology

4. Knowledge of principles and generalizations

By preference we refer to a person's willingness to

respond in a consistent way. Thus, by ccignitive preference we

refer to a person's willingness to respon0 consistently .to the
. ,

particular or general features of knowledge.

The purpose of this lengthy clarification of terms Illas

been the facilitati.on of communication about cognitive

preference. Cognitive preference as a type of behavior has been

located in both the cognitive and affective domains outlined by.

, 8



specialists-in student behavior. In Chapter Three of this

stud 't will be shoWn how a paper-and-pencil test has been de-

veloped based on this conception of-cognitive preference.

24

For the present, one task remains. It is now necessary

to disCuss cognitive preferences as educational objectives with

some -illustrations taken from the classroom.

0 CS V

Cognitive Preferences as Educational Objectives

It has been shown in the first chapter of this study that

the new cUrriculum projects are heavily concerned with attitudes,

intere s, preference in cognition, and ways of relating to

phenome a Thus far, the second chapter Of this study has been

concern d with sketching a conception of cognitive'preference

that wo ld serve as a link between the general educational J

objectiv s just mentioned and an approach to behavior called

willingn ss to. respond..

no turn to the willingness to respond as an educa-
-

tional oajectivc and we shall limit our inspection to the

willingn ss td respond to types of knowledge. Concerning the

willingn ss to respond, the authors of the Taxonomy of Educe-

tional 0 ecti es: Affective Domain state that:

1

is (

tego
rge

iliingnese to respond) is an important
y for education, and one can find a .

umber of objectives which fit it. . .



Many of the objectives categorized at thiS
level are socially desirable ones which', upon
being exhibited, bring social approval to the
learner and- so are "self-reinforcing." In this
sense the teacher's task is often reduced to
that of so setting the environment that the
behavior is emitted in a social situation.
(21, 125)

The authors of the Taxonomy then go on to list illi.m-

trative educational objectives based on the willingness to

respond. The folloiving illustrative objectives,* selected

from the authors' list, seems especially related to the will-

ingness to respond to types of knowledge:

1. Voluntarily looks for informational books

2. Voluntarily seeks new informatiOn

3. Displays an interest in research prdjeces

4. Responds with consistent and act:lye interest

to intellectual stimuli

5. Asks thought-provoking questions

6. Interests himself in broad social problems

7. Exhibits a scientific interest

Thus, it can be seen that 'the willingness to respond'
to types of knowledge might range from the particular, looks

* Adapted from Taxonomy of EducatiOnal Objectives,
Handbook II: Affective Domain'.

e
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for or seeks new information, to the eneral, is interested in

research projects or broad social problems.

At this point in the study, additional clarification of

the conception of cognitive preference may be achieved by in-

specting some cognitive responses as they have occurred in the

classroom. The materials developed by the Social Science

Curriculum Study Center at t,he University of Illinois provide

the cognitive stimuli and the students who are utilizing these

materials provide the responses.

, Course I of the Project materials is titled. ":!Man In

Society" and Unit I is called "The Family." On the first day

of class, the students are presented with the following context:

As science developed, men became interested
in many things not previously-thought_of as
"scientific." One of these things was the
family. We all know that the family is a
very important part of our lives, but most of
us have not taken time to ask, and look for
answers to hard questions about family patterns.
What important "questions would you want to ask
about the family? (30; 1)

Following are some representative student responses to the

question:

1. '"What is a typical American family like?"

2. "What are some differences among families?"

3.

.

"What are' the ptirposes of American families?"

"What- is a family?" (32, 1)

1! .
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On the basis of these responses, it can be noted that
-

students respond to 'a general question about the family, with

questions pointing mainly to general knowledge about the

family.

After approximately six weeks of study dealing with the

family in society, the Project students are presented with the

following question:

In order for ue to obtain an adequate understanding
of the colonial New England family, what questions
do you think we need to answer? (32, 68)

fashion:

At this point the students responded in the following

1. "What relationship did the family have to society?"

2. 94hat roles did family meibbers

3. "How was socialization carried on in thd

colonial family?"

4. "Who were the members,of the colonial family?"

(32, 68)

Once again the student responses to a general question

about the family ipoint to general features of, or general

knowledge about, the family. However,' in this second example

the features of the family to whicl, students respond seem some-

what more abstract than those suggested by the firit example,



Aget.

In any case, the point of these example-s of cognitive
p

preference in the classroom is not that students respond to

increasingly abstract features of social reality as instruction

tt,

!

`

rather___that students will exhibit cognitive

preferences when the environment is structured to facilitate

these preferences.

Other questions that migh't facilitate the expression of

cognitive preferences in- the classroom include the following:

1. What does this term mean to you?

2. How would you define this term?

3: What do you think. caused 'this event?

4. What explanation do you have .for this result?

5. Why do you think this happened?

6. How do you 'justify thiP choice?

7. Why do you prefer this consequence?

8. HoW do you knOw that this conclusion follows

necessarily from these reasons?

9. How do you know that this statement is true?

10. How would you test this hunch?

Just as students may respond to questions of the above

kind with concrete details or with abstract conceptions and

criteiia, so too may -academicians. In this regard, Norton

,ythite has observed, that:

. /3 .

s),

-
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There are two kinds of historians, two kinds of
students who want to approximate the whole truth
about a given object. First there are those who
conceive it as their task to amass as many true
singular statements as can be amassed at aa given
moment, and in this waNy approximate the ideal of
the historian. Clearly this seems like the way
to approach an .infinite or. 'very large number of
statementsgather as many as you can. But there
are historians who are more discriminating, who
recognize that some\ singular statement& are
historically more important tl?an others, not because
they at in with some moral looint of view, but
because they, are more usefu1/ for achieving the
history of the object as herwe defined (a history
contains true statements about the whole- eduriie
of an object's' existence). The first group
is nearsighted. It tries to amass everything
in sight on the theory that this is a sure/
method of getting close to the whole truth/.
But it fails to realize that those who select
facts which seem to have causal significance
are more apt to come to know things ab'out the
future and past of the object. (35, 718-719)

And with these last illustrations the discussion of a

conception of cognitive preference is terminated. We Shall
Z

now tUrn to the procedures involved in establishing' a .set Of

replicable observations that will. provide evidence concerning

.ttie student's willingness to respond to either _:the particular

or general features of data about sóciety

' ,

a

a

-
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It has been indicated earlier that the purpose of this

study is the formulation in communicable terms of the dispositicn

to the particular or general features of data about

Now, prior, to a description of the steps that

donstructing a Cognitive Preference

Sciences, it would seem necessary to state the meaning of the

ectives, Robert Ma4er states that:

Behavior refers to any visible activity
displayed by a leaner (student). (24, 2)

In suggesting how toA ite objectives that will descrTe

desired behavior of the learn r Mager points to the follow-

qualities 'of meaningful objectiv

First, identify the terminal be vior by name:
.we can specify the kind of behavi r which will
be accepted as evidence that the 1 rner has
achieved the objective.

Second, t.iy to further define the desir d
behavior by describing the important Con '-cions
under which the behavior will be expected o occur.
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Third, specify the criteria of aeceptable
13rformance by describing how well the
learner must perform to be considered
acceptable. (24, 12)

While Mager does not claim that an objective which

31

demonstrates the above characteristics is behaviorally defined,

he does suggest that these steps are useful in arriving at

behavioral formulations.-

In his discussion of defining, desired outcomes or ob-

jectives in behavioral terms C. M. Lindvall maintains that:

A first task of a team working Oil 'tile develop-,
!tient of a specific unit is to define exactly. ,

what purils are to be expected to be able to do
after they have mastered the unit. The emphasis
,here,is on itating these objectives in terms-of
definite pupil behaviors. 1ey are not stated
in terms- of what the teacher is going to do.
1They are not to describe learning activities.
Each statement is to describe something that
the Pupil will ,be able to do after he has had
the learning eXperience. Also they are not to
be stated in such terms as'. "to understand. ., .,"

. *to master. . "-to appreciate. . " etc.

it'ather they are to- toaal what a pupil will be able
to do if he understands, /masters, or appreciates.
That is, they will be stated in terms of such
pupil behaviors as "to eXplain. . .," "to state.
. .," "to solve. . " "to interpret. . .,"

'to compare, etc. (23 13)

Thus, ar7cording to Li dvall, a behaviorally-defined

objective should desribe w at a student will be able to' do

aftei.: he s attained the objective.

; Robert Gagne _ as emphasidAhe importance, of defining

the objectives of learning in term of obserirable human

.

-
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performances. In his distinction between ,statements of

objectives that are ambiguous, and "true" statements of ob-

jectives, Gagne maintains that:

"The kind of statement required appears to
be one having the following components:

1. A verb denoting .observable action, . .

2. A description of the class of stimuli
being responded to. .

3. A word or phrase denoting the objeat
-used for action by the performer.. .

4. A description of the class of correct
responses, (15, 243)

Clearly, MaYer, Lindvall, and Gagne View the speci-
1

fication ok behavior as a necessary-condition for the meaningful

Communication of educational objectives. The danger is that

these authors may equate behaviors and edUcation1 al objectives.

It should be mentioned that the writer 's view of behav-

iors as educational objectives differs somewhat from the three

formulations cited above. While it is. undOubtedly corr6Ct. that

_evidence about the effects of education are to be found in

behavior, it .does not follow necessarily from this conclusion

that behaviors constitute the only communicable or testable

objectives of education. It -is quite possible, even highly

probable, that some important educational objectives refer to

dispositions to respond,. or capacities to respond. The meaning

°of these dispositions or capacities to respond could not la,e.

J.
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exhausted by the most lengthy list of behaviors, for there. are

always contexts that we either have overlooked or are not yet in

a position to. conceive. This point shall be elaborated upon as

data derived from the Cogn4ive Preference Test. and other tests

are analyzed.

.17

Structuring the Cognitive Preference Test

The extensive analysis- of a dohception of cognitivfi,
.c.

praexence, which constitu es Chapter, II of this study, 'led to

some basic decisions or cpmmitments q cerning 'the formulation/

/
of cognitive preference in this study: It was sen that cog-

nition or ,5ognitive acy ivity refers to the followXng

manifestations:

1. Knowledge of specific facts,

2. Knowledge of terminology or terms

.a. 2(nowledgd of methodOlogy

4. Knowedge of prinCiples and generalizations.

It was also seen that preference refers to the willingness to

respond in a consistent way. .Pinaliy, it was seen that lay

cognitive preference we refer to a person's wdlimpless.to
.respond consistently to pdrticulai or general features of

.knowledge:



,

.
Therefore, the decisions, concerning the uses

nitive preference seem to suggest a primitive type o

of. cog-.structure

foi the eliciting of cognitive: prefererice. Fist, e. type of

situation- is to be devised in which the person is permitted.to
.

respond vohmtarily 'to ,stimuli. Second the stimuli are cog-

nitive in nature, i.e., referring-to various formulations of .

knowledge:

Far example, the ,stydent miglit be. gii7en the following

instructions: "Read the following sttements and check the

statement you brefer most." 'Then the student might be pre-

sented with four statements.of the following kind:

(A) 'Then President Washington wrote his Farewell

Address in September of 1796, a two-party

system alrefiGly wasted in . the ,United States.:
& .1

(B). A fundamental .dieficulty involved in the

measurement of political influence lies 'in

the fact that the type, of political -influence

varies with the situation.

A .'political party' may be defined as a collection(C)

of :individuals Which-makes policy proposals and

suPports candidates for.public office.

(D) The major political parties in the United States

4-have.been able to survive because they have been

" .../.!,7T,1!:
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flexible enough to attract a wide range of

supporters."
Eadh o.f the-four Statements 'is designed to represent

^a

a different form of cognition in the social sciences. Statemeitt

A i designed to represent knowledge of specific fact, State-
.

.pent. B.pUrporteC3.1y 'illustrates .knowledge of methodology, state--

'Tient C kriowledge Of ternli.nology, and statement D knowledge of

. principle. Therefore, the selection of Statement A by the

student woulZI cOntribute to his cognitive,preference f r the
"particular feAures"score, the selection of stateMent B would

, . .
.contribute to cognitive preferenee* for the "general features "

.score; the-selection of statement C would contrib to cog-,

nitive preference for the "particular features" core; and the
selection or statement D would- co *bute toco nitive preferencg,

for the "general features" stor Thus it cant be seen how the

uses of cognitive preference suggest a primitiye structure for

, devising test items that would elicit cognitive preferences.

The Cognitive Preference Test: High SC'hool Physics

. .

i The Cognitive Preference Test in', High School Physics. .

r (11) was developed by Robert Heath and others in the spring of
1

1962. The cognitive preference test un,i er discussion in this
study represents an adaptation of Heati 's test to the social
sciences. Heath has described the ori inal version of a

p cognitive preference test in the folio ing.. terms:
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The instrument has .141a..4ppearance of a four
opti6n, multiple choice test. The items/
present introductory Information in the.stem,
frequently illustrated with a di(aqram or graph.
Pour aAernative "answers" follow. Here the
similarity (with the four option, multiple choice
test) ends. -Each of the options in each of the
test items Is correct,, and the student is told
that all uptions 'are correct. The,directions
read, in part, as follows.

36

DirectiOns

In this test yoti are to.indicate which one of
four choices you prefer. Each test item begins
.with an introductory statement or diagram. This
inform6tion is followed by four lettered choices.
Each of these choices is correct.

Read the introductory statement and all four
choices carefully. Select the choice you prefer
most in connection with the introductory information.

(19, 242)

In further describing the nature of the test, Heath goes

on to say:

In each item, each of the four 'options Was
designed to demonstrate a different.form-pf
cognitive preference in physics. .0ne option
was to show preference for Memory of specific
facts or terms. Another provides a practical
applicatlon of the information given in the

s item stem. A third choice reflects Some
challenging or questioning.of the information
given. The fourth option is a statement of a
fundamental, principle (or a conclusion based upon
such a principle) of physics underlying the data.
For.example-, this is the Seventh item of the test.

. .

The press ure ofgas is airectly proportional to
its absolute temperature.,(A) The statement, as given above, 'fails to cons ider

effects of volum changes and change of state
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(B) ChaTles' or Gay-Lussac's Law

. 37

(C) The statement implies a lower limit to temperature

(D) This principle is related to the fact that over-
heated automobile tires may "blow ovt.'" (19, 243)

It should be.clear from the above descriptions of the

preliminary.structuring of the Cognitive Preference Test in

the gocial Sciences and The CognitivecPreference Test: .High,

School Physics, thz.t there is a close parallel between the two

formulations. The writer is indebted to Dr. Robert W. Heath,

for, .following conceptions: .1. that cognitive preference

represents a type of "adhievement" related to curricula, and

2. that the cognitive preferences may be cast in tform of

'four option, multiple-choice test items. Beyond thishe two

formulations of cognitive preference would appear to differ.

The basic difference between the two formulations of

cognitive preference Would seem to lie in the different con-
\

ceptions of cognition employed. It will be recallecLthat for
r

.
Aeath cognition referred tO memoky of specific.facts or.terms,'

1

practical application of the information.given, challenging or

questioning of the information given,, and.statement of a

fundamental principle. In contrast, it will be remembered that

for the writer cognition refers to the recall or recognition of
;

different t'pes of knowledge, i.e., knowledge, of specific facts,

12 -
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knowledge of terminology, knowledge of methodology, and knowl-

edge of.principles and.generalizations. Other differences be-
-

tween the two formulations will be identified as the de'scription

progresses.

A Source of Social Science Principles

In this study,the decision was made to elicit cognitive
4

preferences in "situations" or contexts that were new to the

students. That is, instead of eliciting cognitive preferences

in the contexts in which they were learne i.e., ih the con-
.

texts ofa4articular Curriculum formulation, it seemed de-

sirable to elicit cognitive preferences in a variety of new

"situations." This approach seems to provide the dual advantage

-of testing for 'transfer, and testing with contexts Chat impl.:17

'no advantage for the students of a particular curriculum. In

The Cognitive Preference Test: High School Physics however,

the contexts/designed to elicit cognitive preferences were based

on specific content,drawn from the Physical Science Study

Committee's! Physics Course.

A I

When the contexts designed to elicit cognitive prefer-

ences are not based On a particular curricular forthulation, it

becomes necessary to identify an alternative authoritative



source of principles, methodology, terms, and specific.facts.

The recently-published work by Berelson and Steiner titled,

Human Behavior provided an extensive source of social science

principles. (2)

The authors describe their inventory in the following

fashion:

Tkere they are: 1045 numbered findings from
the scientific study of human behavior. Not
ill absolutely true, not all final or definitive
f--but certainly among the best-established
generalizations of this scope. Taken together,
these findings reveal a good -deal about the
flojectsstudied in the behavioral sciences,

tile ways in which they are studied, and the
--kind of knowledge that emerges. (2, 659)

Once an authoritative source of social science prin-

cip,/es was identified, two further problems were immediately

suggested. The first problem concerned a procedure for

selecting a sample of principles from the available population

of :pri ciples. The second problem related to the difficulty

of tra slating abstract formulations of social science prin-
.

*ciiile into statements comprehensible-to eighth-grade students

whil still maintaining the essential import of the formula-
.

tiols. The procedures for'dealiwg with these two problems are

noii described.

A randomly-selected sample of social science principles
-

as achieved by first assigning numbers to each of the

44
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principles in the inventory compiled by Berelson and Steiner.

The assigned numbers ranged from 1 to 1022.* A copy of the
404

numbered principles from Human Behavior is given in Appendix A.

Next a table of random numbers provided by Allen L. Edviards was

employed.. (12, 378-382). The table was entered randomly, and

only the first four digits, reading from right to left, of the

entry number, 92553, and each of the successive numbers were

dealt with. As numbers between"001 and 1022 were encountered in

the table of random numbers, they were compiled until a list of

sixty randoMly-selected numbers was assembled. The sixty

randomly-selected.numbers are indicated by asterisks in

Appendix A.

Since each of 1022 principles listed in the inventory by

Bcrelson and Steiner had .already been assigned a number, see,

Appendix A, the sixty randomly-selected numbers could then be

related to their corresponding principles. Therefore, the sixty

social science principles thus identified represented a randomly-
,

selected sample of principles. Appendix A shows the principles

corresponding to the sixty randomly-se] ected numbers,as these

principles are indexed by Berelson and Steiner in Human Behavior.

.
*This total, 1022, does not agree with the total, 1045,

stated by the authors.of the inventory. The discrepancy appears
to be due to the practice, emploed by Berelson and Steiner, of
counting the context-setting statements as statements of rela-
tionship. .The writer did not count context-setting statements
as generalizations.

45
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The second problem suggested by the use of a non-

curricular source of social science principles was that of

translating abstract formulations of social science principles

to statements comprehensible to eighth-grade students. An .

attempt was made to achieve this translation by utilizing the

following procedures:

1., Statements were often reformulated in order to

reduce the ambiguity of specific terms. Clues

0
as to specificity of meaning were frequently

- found in attendant elaborations of principles

provided by the authors of Human Behavior.

2. When a technical term was encountered, an attempt

was made to replace it with.a reasonably equivalent

term taken from ordinary, or non-technical usage.

3. When a reasonably equivalent term from ordinary

language could not be identified, a technical term

was replaced by a descriptive phrase.

4. Complexistatements were frequently:reduced in length

.and numberlof qualifications. The effects of these

reductions were typically a loss of precision and

an extended range of applicability of the derived

statement.

A .

46
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5. Complex i.elitionships were often simplified by

reducing0 the number of variable involved: This

approach usually.produced an oversimplified state'',

ment of relationship.

-

The following examples, taken from this study, illus-'

trate the various procedures described above.

Example 1. This statement is taken directly from Human

Behavior.

As compared. . . with their counterparts,
criminal behavior is more likely among lower-
class groups. (2, 625-627)

This statentent was subsequently translated by the writer

to read,. "Criminal behavior is more likely among lower-class

groups than among upper=class groups." As it.appears in the

Cognitive Preference Test in the Social Sciences the statement.

'reads, "Crime is more likely among the poor than among the rich."

This first example indicates the necessity of reducing

the ambiguity of certain terms. "Their counterparts," an am-

biguous reference, was replacednby "upper-class groups." The
\

'example also shows how such technical terms as "criminal behav-

,

ior," "lower-class groups," and "upper-class groups" were

replaced by such ordinary-language,terms as "crime," "poor,"

and "rich."

47
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ExamPle 2. This statement is taken directly from Human

Behavior.

The spread of rumor is directly related tO
audience predispositions. (2, 531)

This statement was subsequently translated by the writer

to read, "Rumors tend to be heard by people to whom the rumors

are acceptable." As it appears in the Cognitive Preference Test

the statement reads, "Rumors tend to be passed along by people

who find the rumors acceptable.

Example 2 demonstrates the need for replacing.a tech-

nical term with a descriptive phrase. In this case, the

technical term "audience predispOsitions" is replaced by the

descriptive phrase "people who find the rumors acceptable."

The example also shows how simplification.of an abstiact state-

ment tends to affect range of applicability. In this case the

derived Statement, "Rumors tend tO be passed along by people

who find the rumors acceptable," has a more restricted range

of applicability than the original statement, "The spread of

rumors is directly related to audience predispositions." That

is, audience predispositions may range on a continuum from highli

acceptable to highly unacceptable and thus Imply behavior rang-
,

ing from considerable facilitation of the spread of rumors to

effective thwarting of the spread of rumors.
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ExamPIe 3. This statement is taken directly from Human

Behavior.

Making a civilian into a soldier in.a
short period of time requires an institutional
means for bringing the informal, personal
pressures of the recruits to'bear in reinforcing
the formal requirements Of the army. (2, 444) .

This statement was subsequently transl'ated by the writer

to read, 'Vile rapid cohversion from civilian to soldier requires

a consistency between the personal pressures exerted among re-
,

cruits and the formal requirements of the army." As it appears

All the Cognitive Preference Test the statement reads, "Convert-

ing civilians to soldiers requires Conformity to the rules of

the army."

Example 3 provides an instance of simplification by

.;
reduction of variables; In this case three-variables Were de-

leted, short period of time, an institutional means, and per-
,

schal pressures of the recruits. Another variable, the formal

requirements of the army, was replaced by the rules of the armY.

The net effect of these simplifications was a loss of precision

and an oversimplified statement of relationship.

In brief, although it was found that abstract statements

of relationship about social phenomena could be considerably

simplified, in terminology and nature of relationship, it was

also found that such simplification frequently results a loss

;..
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in the precision of the variables and an oversimplification of

the nature of the relationshiP between or among variables.

Within the context of the advantages and disadvantages descrEbed

above, Human Behavior was employed as an authoritative source

of social science principles and generalizations.

J.,

Development of Contexts and Alternative
. Statements of Cognitive Preference

It hao'been indicated earlier that the imiter is in-

debte to Robert W. Heath for the view that cognitive prefer-

ences m be cast in' the conventional form of four option,

multiple a oice test ,items. General support for this approach:'

is suggested by Mayhe4 in his analysis.of the measurement of

1

- non-cognitive bjectives, in the oRcial studios, Mayhew states

that:

A majo methodological.'development ih the
assessment o affective outcomes are the projective
techniques fi of used clinically but which have
gradually been adapted for classroom use. . . While
there are many xamples of projective devices, td be
effective any on must set a plausible task in which
(1) the student 1411 seek to do well, (2) there exe
sufficient ambigui ies to allow individual differences
to be demonstrated nd (3) there is opportunity to--
load the situation w th the attitude ,content in which
,the teacher is intere ted. (25, 126)

Milne the four option, ultiple7choice format bears

little structural resemblance to such open-ended forms- as
1,1
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sentence-completion tests and word-association tests, selection .
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from alternative cognitive preferences dpes provide a reasonable

task satisfying thp conditions stated above by Mayhew. More im-

portantlyi the assumption that a person's responses to ambiguous

stimuli are projections of his own basic feelangth would appear

to be as tenable in the case of forced choices of cognitive

statements as in the case of freely-constructed responses.

The nex4t step taken in the development of the Cognitive

Preference Test .was that of identifying or constructing suitable

centexts that would.serve as an introduction for the four state-

ments of cognitive preferences. That is, starting With a s

of authoritative_social- -science principles and gene a izations,
I

it then became neCessary to construct conteXti that would provide

introductions for these principles.
11/

/ntroductory contexts were develoi)ed by first identifyin

the main variables specified in generalizations. or example,

the statement "Crime is more-likely among the poor than among

the rich" includes three main variables, crimb, th poor and the

rich. TheSe variables were'employed as subject indexes with

which to enter the Readers' Guide to Yeriodical Literature. hn

article was subsequently located that dealt with two of the .

three main variables stated abov.e. The article was interpreted

and reduced so that ,an introductory .context concerned with the

SI
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relationship between poverty and crime, was developed.

rived

The introductory context follows:

Welfare and relief.costs in the District
of Columbia in 1964 were 35 per ent more than
in. 1963.

The District's crime rate ,for the first six
months of 1964 increased 34.7 per cent over.
the same period of 1963--a rate of increase
more than double that for the nation.
(Appendix 13, 1314

Articles related to the social sdience principles de-
.

from Human Behavior were generally found in'such popu a.

periodicals as

News and World

New York Times Magazine,'The'Reporter, U. S.

Report,.Reader's Digest, New Yorker, Harper's' .

Magazine, Time and Newsweek. Topics not typically dealt with

in gopular sources w re sometimes located in such semi-technical
\

1 -

sourceSxas Scientifie American, National Geographic Magazing

and Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists. Finally, in those few

cases wberein popular.and periodical sources.did not contain

0

ddscussions of social science principles in the sample frdm Human

Behavior, re'sort was made ageneral or introductory textbooks

in a particular field or to a classic study of a topic, e.g.,

nordon Allpert's The Psychology of Rumor.

Following the development of a social science principle

and an introductory context relevant to the principle, three

statements for the individual test items were constructed.

1

0

:j
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V.

These statements Were ( ) a statement of specific fac (2) a

statement of terminology d (3) a statemet of method 104Y.
,t

Thefitatement of s ecific act was usually.the eAsiest

to formulate:, Typically, discussion of social science
,

principles contained in periodicals and textbooks .includeA many
t .

statements of specific facts. \ The probll m was,one of select on

rather than construction. In each case, a statement of'specific

fact was seleci:.ed that was elated to a central variable con-
. .

tained in a social science principlp. .Some,repreientative

statements of specific.fact follpW:

.1. During 1964 there were 30,660 cases of serious .

. crime in the District of Columbia. (VIpendix B,131)

2. In 1960 families id the lowest fifth oT the.in-
,

co:O.-distribution for the United States Iva&
inomes under $2,900. (Appendix-8,132)*

3. z./classic study oT social ranks was conducted
Newburyport, Massachusetts. (Appmvdix,B, 135)

el Potential women vbters in the United States out-
/ number men by niore than four Million.

(Appendix B, 129).

. *The first HAWthorne experrment vas conducted in
one Small room of a large factory in the town of
HAwthorne near. Chicago. (Appendix B, 142)

In ease of construction,"the 'statement of terminology

ranked nekt to the statement of specific'fact. The usual pro-

1. .

cedure for constructing thestatement of terminology.corisiste

of identifying the usage of a,key eerm in.the periodical

53
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\
discussions.of social science principifs an stating the usage

or meaning of the term in ordinary lanuage. \In caseS where the

discussion of social science principles' was scomewhat technical,

usages were identified in such technical diction ries as A
0-

.Dibtionary of the Soci,a1 Sciences, Dictionary of .erican Poll-

7 '

tics and other specialized dictionaries in the social sciences.

Some representative statemen
t
s f terminology follow:

t
1. A race cbnsists of people with a common biological .

_heritage involving certain physical distinctions.
(Appeildix B, 128)\

2. The poor may be defined as families in the lowest
fifth of die income 4istri tion. (Appendix B, 132)

3. Values refer to those thi gs (objects, ideas
or experiences) to which w attribute worth.
(Appendix B, 134)

4. Birth' rate refer6 to the nlimber of births per
1,000 of population. -(Applendix B, 139)

5-Dating is a part of the socialization
uhich has as an important

experience .
function the selection

of a mate.' (Appendix B, 164)

.The most difficult of the fou cognitive preference

options to construct was the stateme t of methodology. Herein,

an attempt was made to formulate so e ways or:means of dealing

with an idea or set of ideas. As in the case of the other cog

nitive preference options, i. statement' of specific fact and

,statement of termihology, the idea or ideas dealt with were drawn

from the social science principles derived from, Human Behavior.-
/

\
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In general, statements of methodology/ that were

developed seem to fall into two categories. The first cegory

is best subsumed under the conception of criteriology. That is,

statements of methodo.ogy were developed which either.stated

the sOUrce of some d ta, an implied criterion, or stated a

standard emploYed in making a judgment, an explicit criterion.

The following statements of methodology illudtrate

sources of data:

1. ,14a.16-female voting propcirtions are rot based
ton voter counts, but on estimates from census,
land voter-registration data. (Appendix B; 129)

2. stirnates of theview of the world held by
ro+ of people are often based on sample
urvpys of their opinions, attitudes, or

beliefs. (Appendix 8, 158)\
3. Di rce statistics in the United States are

of n inaccurate because not all of the fifty
st es cooperate in securing and reporting
thi in orrnation. (Appendix B, 146)

o ,
a

The fol ow ng state-rnents of methodology illustrate

standards emplci in making judgments:,
,

1. The uccess of a civilized society will be
lar ely iudged by the- creative activities',.
of ts, people in the arts, humanities anci
sc nces. (Appendix 3, 137 )

2. onJ standard of artistic sensitivitY /is an
atit reness of the hidden :structure in things
se n, heard, or felt.\\ (Appendix B, 41)
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Two of the.best predictors of social 'status
in the- United. States are° education and
occupation. (Appendix .B, 153)

4.7 Intermarriage is the best index that one ..
family considers, the other approximatelY

tLequal socially or economically.
(Appendix B,. 164)

Other' statements of methodology that were developed are

51

classified differently. This category is referred to as

"methods pf -inquiry" and it includes techniques br observation

and. experimental Control.. Essentially, the statements of
\methodology comprehended by this category include the procedures.

and assumptions by which tho behavioral, scientists work.
t

The following statements o methodology illustrate

some of :the Probedures and assurnptio s of the behaviOral scien7 -

tist:
1. When a' change in poVerty is ac hipanied by

a change in rate of crime,. a rel ionship
is suggested. (Appendix B, 131)

2. The relocation ointers for Jap-anese-.Ame cans
apProximated laboratory situations where
enforced .conditions prevailed and measured
observations were carried out. (Appendix B, 14

3. The effecaveness of a family planning program
may be studied by a before-and-after 'survey of
a random sample'of married women of -childbearing
age. (Appendix B, 165a)

4. In their work, behavioral scientists reject' all
claims to the absolute truth, or the necessity
of such belief. '(Appendix E, 152)
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5. The social scientist can assume the' role
of his subjects in order to become
sensitized to the context of his in-
vestigation. (Appendix B, 162)

Finally, some statements of methodology developed for

the Cognitive Preference Test in the Social Sciences remain

that cannot be class ,r.ied cnder the rubrics Of criteriology,

or methods of inquiry. The, ambiguity of these statements of

methodology, viewed by\ th Writer as intuitively-based formula-\

tions, is suggested by both TRudner anId Kaplan.
2,,

Richard Rudner in-his Philosophy pf Social SCience

states: 4

\No one, in fact, has demonstrated that there
is or could be such a thing as logic of discovery.

. To the context\ of discovery. . belong
such questions as .1o1.4, in fact, one comes to
latch on to good "otliesis, or what social,
psychological, politicali or economic conditions
will conauce tp thinking I up *fruitful hypotheses.
(29, 6)

Abraham Kaplan ' s comment's, although more encompassing,

are equally relevant. In his \The Conduct of Inquiry he states:.

I have tried throughout to emphas*ze the
great range of cognitive styles and interesti

s$
.
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which make up the scientific enterprise, and
the methodologiCal freedom to pursue any of
thern, *even those which are of lesser importance
to a given reconstructed logic of 'science. -

There are scientists who work chiefly'in li-
braries or in cliniCs as well as in laboratories;
there are generalits and specialists, synthesizers
and analysts; system builders and perfecters
of instruments; theoreticians and experimentalists:
those probing for breakthroughs and those engaged
in mopping--up operations. It is a matter not of
justic4 but of fact that science excludes none
of them; and certainly none is to be excluded by
the philosophical bystander in the name of
methodology. . . . _Methodology, 'in short, offers
the scientiit only a nondirective therapy: it is
intended to help him live in his own style, not to
mold him in the Liege of the therapist. (20, 407-408)

The argument herein is that methodology in science is

essentially ambiguous and incomplete and consequently, attempts

to classify statements of methodology will tend to reflect this

ambiguity and openness.

In connection with the deve\lopment of

methodology, the writer wishes to aclçnowledge

statements of

the assistance re-

ceived from a study of chapters on me odology in Berelson and

Steiner's Human Behavior, Selltiz, Jahoda, Deutsch and Cook's

Research Methods in Social Relations, Chase's The Proper Study

of Mankind, Inkeles What is Sociology? Sprat:Vs ,Political Sci-

ence and Rope's Sociology.

And thus, the development-of the four option, multiple

choice cognitive preference test item has been described in

58
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detail. It is hoped that the detailed description of problems

and, procedures employed in developing the test items -will be

useful to others, should they engage in a similar quest.

Appendix 13 represents a first draft of the forty-item Cognitive

Preference Test in the Social Sciences as it was written by the
;

autho . It should be noted that the forty social science prin-

ciples tha were utilized in the test do not represent a

Irandomly-sel cted smple of principles- Rath6r these princip es

represent toprcs that are more eaily identifiable in the lit
N\

ature, both popular and tedhnical.

The study will now proceed to an analysis of logical

considerations entailed in the appraisal of tests in relation

r-

to data derived from administrations of the Cognitive Preference

Test in the Social Sciences.

0,
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CHAPTER IV

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF THE COGNITIVE PREFERENCE TEST

The method of the present study was designed to utilize
recent developments in educational materials and methods. The

Project students were taught social science materials developed

by the University of .Illinois Social Science 'Curriculum Study

Project by teachers who had received summer institute training

in the use of these materials. The instructional materials de-,

yeloped by the Social Science Curriculum Study Project emphasize

the structures and processes of basic social institutions with

attention to fundamental concepts, generalizations, and ways of

analyzing data. (Appendix C, p.16743)The instructional strategies

employed by the Social Science Curriculum Study Project inClude

an inductive teaching strategy in which examples and concrete'.

aspects of experience are utilized as a basis for student form-,

ulations of abs-'act characteristics and relationships.- -The

inductive teaching strategy' is supplemented by expoSitory-type

readings, lectures, and audio-visual materials.

A Project sample was systematically selected, i.e., every

fifth student v.as selected from an alphabetized list of all.

Project students. All Project students participated in the

Demonstration Project for Gifted Youth, Curriculum Laboratory,

.'

60
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College of Education, University of Illinois during the academic

year 1964-1965. Most Project students scored above the'eight-

ieth percentile on standare.zed tests of acad mic ability; they

were recommended for the Program for Gifted Yo th by a teacher

from a previous grade; and their parents con'se ted to their par-

ticipation in the Program for Gifted Youth. Finally, the

Project group was made up of eighth-grade studerts with a few

seventh-graders.

The composition of the sample by schools *Id classes is

given in Table 1. University High School provide one seventh-

,

grade class for the study. As indicated in the ta le, six

stildents from this class are included in the sampl .

Reliability Data Cognitive Preference.Test

In their discussion of a general foundation for judging

all evaluation instruments Remmers and Gage state:

The basic characteristics of eyaluation devic s
are (1) validity, which consists of (a) relev nce
and (b) reliability, (2) administrability, an
(3) interpretability. (28, 122)

In this study the primary concern is with the alidity

of the Cognitive Preference Test in the SOcial Science.

7



TABLE 1

COMPOSITION OF THE SAMPLE ,BY SCHOOLS AND CLASSES

I.
Schools Classes

Grant and Edison Junior High Schools
Springfield, Illinois

Grove and Dempster Junior High Schools
Elk Grove, Illinois

Marion Junior High School
Marion, Illinois 13

Herrin Junior.. High School
Herrin, Illinois

Sterling Junior. High School
.Sterling, Il lino i s

Roxana Junior High School
Roxana, Illinois

Reference is again made to the Work of Remmers and Gage

for a general statement of the conception of validity. They

state":

The validity of an evaluation device is the
degree to which it measures what it is intended
to measure. . . . The degree to which a test

'measures anything, and measures it- accurately.

is the reliability of the test. "What it is.
intended .to measure" is the criterion for the
releva4ce of the test. (28, 122-1 23)
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The empiricail amtlysis of the Cognitive Preference Test

in the Social Sciences begins with an analysis of the reliability

of the test. However, the concept of reliability has different:

usages and it is necessary at the outset to clarify the.use of

reliability employed:in this study.

The different uses df the term "reliability" can perhaps

be simply illustrated by reference to the foot rule^ as a measur-

ing device. Suppose that a person wants to measure the length

of a board. He might make some repeated measurements of the

board with a foot rule and compare the agreement, or lack of

agreement, of the different measurements. In this case the

person would be concerned lath the stability of his measurements.

That is, he would be concerned to see if repeated measurements

with the same device produce a similar qUantity.

Let us now suppose that the person has some doubt about

the precision of his foot rule. The rule may be warped or

damaged in some way. In this case he might measure the length

of the board with his "suspect" foot rule, and then check his

first measurement with the measurement obtained from a second

'foot rule. In this situation the person would be concerned with

-
the equivalence of the two instruments.

FinallY, let us suppose that all. a. person has available

is one foot rule and he has some doubt about its accuracy.

63
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How can he check the accuracy of his measurement with this foot

rule? One approach would be to see if different parts of the

foot rule, i.e., the sipaces representing inches, measure a

single part of the board equally. That is, does a space labeled

one inch at the left end of the foot rule measure a pace \on the
. . ,

board (1) equal to that measured by a space labeled one inch at
\the right end of the foot rule and (2) equal to that me 'sured

by a space labeled one inch i..1 the middle of the foot rule?

this case he would be concerned with the internal consistency of

the measuring device.

As in the examples employing the foot rule, the metho 5 .

of estimating the reliability of tests all involvle some method
-

of securing at least two measures with the same instrument or

with different forms o_f the same instrument and determining the

agreement between the measures.

Since only one form of the Cognitive Preference Test in

the Social Sciences has been developed the medod of Obtaining

measurements with two separate devices and comparing.the agree-

ment betufeen them was not possible. Consequently, the equivalent-

forzris method of estimating reliability was precluded and we

shall not use reliability in the sense of the equivalence.of

separate test forms. .
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In additi n, the test-retest method of estimating the,
..

reliability of th test was judged not to be feasibier the//
N

Project. students because Project instruction was provided,

\during the interv ning timeperiod required for retesting. It

was hypothesized
\

would result from the Project iz3truction and thus the test-.

V.
hat genuine grow h and changes in individuals

----
retest reliability coefficien/ would be lowered because of

consequence, We shall not refer to theN reli-
/

-these changes. I

ability as the st
.

bilit:y of measurements.

Two remai ing. methods for estimating the, reliability of

a test are based on/the ialYsis of test data obtained on one

occasion. These methods are the splitLhalf method and the

method of. "rational equivalence." The methO4k f "rational

equivalenae" streiees- th-e- intercorrelationt o the Items' +in a
_

test and the correlations of the items with the t as a whole.

In this study the method of urational equivalence" wav utilized

in preference to the .split-half ,method because homogeneity of

funct4.on measured is a basic assumption underlying cognitive

preference responses. That is, each item in the cognitil\te pref-'

erence test is assumed to measure the same facor or tIe saine

weighted combination of factors as every other item.

R. L. Thorndike and others have stated that the most

generally u eful of the formulas for estimating reliability

CS

MI=
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from the relationship of total test variance to item variance,

is icuderRichardson formula No. 20. (34, 587)

. This formula is

x. = n,tt

9

where
,

rtt reliability of th(total .tes ,
= number of items ii1 the test,

2
S = variance of the tOtal test,

1)1. = proportion passing item i

ci = 1 p.
1Some writers- have, objected th any u le of the term

I

"reliability" for measures .of ,consistency b sed 'on analysis of.
,

the items in a dingle test and insist that measures of this

refer to "inteinal consistency." R. L. Th rndike indicat'es that

the basic difference betwewl the measures of cOnsistency. based

'on analysis of the items in a single ts and those obtained by
(correlating scorer; on equivalent forms o a test is fotind in the

relationship,of homogeneity of function measured to consistency
-f performance. Thus, in this study re iability will'refer

1

the internal consistenCy of test score whereinihomogeneity of

function Measurec) -is- the basic s

r-

'

,
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The. first step in the treatment of data-was an item
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analysis of the CognitiVe Preference Test. ,Table 2 is a summary

of the item 'analysis statistics.

These item analyses revealed several non-functional

items. That is, many of the item-test sc re correlations are.

either loqi or near zero, or negative. The low, order

nitude of

exception

the mean biserial correlations,with the poss

of that for the knowledge of specific facts

suggests that heterogeneity of response occurs in the' test from.

of mag-

ible

scale,

item to item or frOm, one group of items to another. Now, if it.
$is true that several of the items in the Cognitive Preference

4

Test hither measure dif erent responses from that measured by

other 4terns or break doWn into heterogeneous groups, th4 it,
Would seem _defensible to assemble items' into clo'sky homogerLeoui

groups for item..inalysis purposes. owever, it: ,has been

dicated earlier that hortiogeniety'df functibn measured is basic/
assuMption of 'the Cognitive Peefeiefence Test items and. hence,ywe

1 .9, .
c 1,

have no a priori liases for subdivicUng the. tet items into-'hbmo-.
( -6

.,. geneous -groups that wspuld yield partial-test "Scores.. ,A410 -., k, _o ' " , \ o

An alternative, or perhaps a Supplement, td` a priori
, -bases fOr assembling items into heterogeneouS .groups c'ciiisits of

4

factorial methods wherein factors May be txtracfted rom large:

matrices of intercokrelations'. It is indicated later wh1
factoria methgds were judged nost` to be feasible in this study.4

fr7 7

0'.



How high should the.internal consisteAcy of a test be

in order to be condidered satisfactory? There is no general

answer to this question \since a decision in any given case
-

1.

\
'depends on the pract cal 'Considerations involved in that par-

I . \
. 1

. \
, tiCular case.

_

'Nevertheless, there appearg to,be some .consensus,in the

literature that precise measurements are more crucial in the

\

case of decisions about indivials than in the case-of de-

cisions about groups. 0

. TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF 1TEM'ANALYSES

Social Science Curriculum
Study Project Students

(N. = 64) *

Cognitive Preierence Scale bis/
/2!

r
tt

'Knowledge of Specific Facts

Knowledge of-Terms
,

Knowledge of principles and
Generalizations.

Knowledge of Methodology

.375

492 .-/=
,

.258

'.229

.826

:.344

.667

.591

fY

zbis = mean biserial correlation of items with total scale
score

rtt = Kuder-Richardson Formula No. 20 reliability coefficient

-/
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his discussion of evaluation for course improvement

, Lee Cronba,11 states:

. . I am becoming
and habits of thoug
ar.ill-suited,to, c
Mudh of test theory
coticerned with mak'
th ugh precision i
di idualsT I shal
(djecis about
obtain precise sc

onvinced that some
t,of the evaluation
rrent curriculum st
and test technolog,

ng measurements.pre
for'most decision

Argue that in eval
rOups) we need not
res for individual

echnices
specialist'
dies. . . .

has been
ise. Important
about in-

ating courses,
truggle to

. (9, 231-233)

M ny years ago 921)__Truman Kelley ffered an answer

to the qu

different

stionlof how r liable a test must be to be used for

types of testi g projects, and h s answer, though

somewhat rbitrary, has ince_be,6 widely quoted. Kelley
01,,,tapre

arrived s_the.minimUm c rrelatiori-fOr-:-\
.

different. urpbses:

a) To evaluate leve of group a
b) To evaluate differences in 1-

accomplishMent in\two or mo.
c) S'o evaluate level of indivi

ment
d) To. evaluate differ-nces in

ccomplishment in t o or mo
(34, 609.)

In iis discussion of e reli-

coMplis .50
vel of 4rou

al ao& p
pert40i n es. .90

evel/Of individual
e performances...

lity of test scores

Henry E. Ga rett has stated tha

To aistinguish reliably
rel tiyely small groups
.(fo e/cample, a fifth an
coe ficient need be no h'
the est is to be used tO
ind' iduals in the group,
sho4d be .90 or more. (1

.94

an, the means of two .
irovi range of ability
ixth grade) a reliability
'than .50 or .60: If

f erentiate among the
er, its reliability

,I 38)
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Finally, in their consideration of how high the reli-

ability coeffici9nt should be, emmers and Gage state that:

In general, most standardized tests publighed
for use in schools have reliability coefficients,
of one kind or, another, of at least .80 in the
populations for which they are designed.. For
research purposes, psychologist6 may find tests
useful if their reliability coefficients-are as
low aS .50. (28, 140-141) ,

'

On the basis of the guidelines.suggested in the liter-'

ature it .is concluded that three of,the four cognitive preference

scales are reliable enoug'h for research pUrposes. The remaining

cognitive preference scale, knowledge of terms isjudged-(±h

its presen1

f

orm) to be not sufficr6gaY-reliable for

IRpo5esi "-"'"si"

wr Acef

.4:st Validity Data, Cognitive Preference Test

C

It has been stated earlier that the conceptual components

.oc teSt validity are relability and relevance. Moreover, it

has been shown that three of the four cognitive preference scales

are reliable enough.for research purposes, while:the knowledge

of terms scale is not sufficiently reliable. 'The interpretation

of subsequent statfstics bearing on the empirical relevance of

the cognitive preference scales will be somewhat, obscured by the

fact that the reliability coefficients,Vere found to be in the,

intermediate range. .1

}".
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Turning now to the problem of judging or estimating the

relevance- f the Cognitive Preference Test to what the test was

intended to measure, i.e., the disposition to .respond consist-k

ently to the general or particular features of social phenomena,

it is noted that there are two main approaches to the problem of

estimating test relevance. These approaches are, respectively,

logical relevance and,empirical. relevance. These two approaches

to estimating test,relevancejwillnow-:bdTdealt With in the order

F,0,,..m.noarrwasen.var.sera....asal*eztarwav.oreM.,0"."`"."."7".

Logical Relevance

In their analysis of logical relevance Remmers and Gage

state that:

,

Criteria against which the logical relevance of
a test may be determined may take the following
forms: analyses of courses of study and jobs,
statements of instructional objectives, analyses
of textbooks, analyses of teachers' final exam-
ination questions, pooled judgments of.competent
,persons, concepts of social utility, and, especially,
logical OT psychological analyses of mental processes,
motor performances, or other behaviors. (28, 124)

It should be noted that, in the above quotation, Remmers

and Gage emphasize logical or psychological analyse of cog-

nitive processes and other behaviors as important sources of

-criteria against which to.determine the logical relevance of a

test. The writer believes that it was essentially this type,of
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logical, dispositional, and behavioral analyses of cognitive

processes aneaffcctive behaviors that was undertaken in the

second and third chapters of the present study. In brief,

procedures _were identified and applied by which immediate edu-

cational objectives were ,derived from more ultimate educational

objectives, i.e., the preferences for different types, of knowl-

edge were'Jerived from the knowledge and res1onding categories

of the two Taxonomies of Educational Objectives.

It the contents, operations, and the situations set by

the Cognitive Preference Test are essentially those specified

by a set of analytically-derived immediate objectives, i.e.,

-the third chapter of this study describes how the four alter-

natives in each test question were ultimately derived from sub-

categories in the Taxonomy of Educational Objectives: Cegnitive

Domain, then th\ Cognitive Preference Test may be said to possess

logical relevance. The test logically relevant to the de=

rived immediate criteria, and the 'latter are logically.relevant

to the, ultimate criteria.

And thus, perhaps the best available evidende in support

of.the relevance of the Cognitive Preference Test has already

been cited. The chain of reasoning that began with the current

curricular emphasis on affective objectives, proceeded to

categories antl sub-categOries in.the two Taxonomies of.

\ 72
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Educational Objectives, illustrated the categories and sub-

categories as educational objectives in the classroom, and

finished with-a forty-item test of cognitive preferences, pro-

vides the logical links basic to a claim of test relevance.

1

Curricular Relevance

There.are two important reasons for dealing with the

concept of curricular relevance in this context. The first

C.1

reason is suggestedoby Remmers and Gage in their statement that:

Relevance must always'refer to a specific
.purpose or objective and a specific group
of pupils. (28, 123)

The reason for this seems to be that the meaning of test

relevance may shift from objective to objective, and from group

to group. In consequence, as test relevance is discussed in this

study it will always refer to specific instructional objectives

in relation to specific groups of students. In the case of the .

curricular relevance of the Cognitive Preference Test in the

Social Science's, relevance will refer to specific objectives of

\

the University of Illinois Social Science Curriculum Study Proj-

ect and to the Project studente who were taught materials devel-

oped by the Project.

\ The second reason for dealing with the concept of

curricular relevance in this context is that curricular relevance
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.is a special case of logical relevance. That is, curliculai

relevance is viewed as the logical relation between immediate

educational objectives and-the tasks or operations set by a-

test, while logical relevance is viewed as the.logical relation

among test tasks or operations, dmmediate educational objectives,

and ultimate educational objectives. If this line of reasoning

is correct, then establishment of the curricular relevance of a
INIfted504 WrOf 04.1,141.7.11...6.14.14.440.11W1,140,10.Vi re.c. e* r01.6.476.44.4.10 ILAIRWI MIN, H. FOMP WAIN 01.01710t

test would bolster.the claim that the test has logical relevance.

Criteria against which the.curricular relevance of a

test may be judged often include the following: statements of

instructional objectives, analyses of instructional materials,

and analyses of examination questionS. The analysis of the

curriCular relevance of the Cognitive Preference.Test begins

with an examination of instructional objectives formulated by,

the University of Illinois Social Science Curriculum Study

Project.\

In their project description, the authors of the Social

Science Curriculum Study Project state the following objectives:

Instructional materials appropriate to teaching
the concepts, generalizations, skills in social
analysis, and attitudes are selected using the

_best of existi.ng materials and developing new
materials to achieve the objectives of the new
social stUdies 'program. (Appendix C, 168)

\\*

.

Beginning witn a study of man's social institution,
the family, the student examines. the American family
today using the\methods of the social scientist
wherever appropriate. (Appendix C, 171)

74
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Materials That provide for the development
of these and other essential'concepts basic
to uhderstanding man's social order, equip
the individual student with.p.he analytic tools
to critically examine the structure of his
own and other selected societies in time and
place.. (Appendix C, 172)

69,

Concepts and generalizations drawn from.,geo-
graphy, ill the main, are used as analytic!
tools to understand man interacting with his
physical environment. (Appendix C,-3.7,3)

These concepts ánd genera izations become
increasingly operative as tools of social
analysis when the student uses them in.new
situations to extend his understanding of
the structure of European civilization in
each of six periods in Europe's develop-
went. '(Appendix C, 173)

The concepts of socialization, scarcity,
and power introduced in Course I and used
as analytic tOols in Course II are used
again for analysis in Course III when .

students examine the structure of each of
the regional cultures. (Appendix C, 174)

is believed that the above statements'of objectives

either identiTy or point to, with sufficient clarity for

communication, some of the basic goals of the,University of Ill-
,

inois Social Science Curriculum Study Project. In brief, these

goals are that students learn to (1) respond willinglyto the

Subtle and generic features of cultural contOxts, (2) differen-

tiate between the presence or absence oE.selected characteristics

and relationships in a variety of cultural contexts, (3) utilize

these characteristics and relationships in the processes of

observing, describing, and analyzing social phenomena, and.
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(4) apply some rudimentary standards of social scientists in

testing conclusions about social phenomena.

The first project goal, that of. guiding students to

respond willingly to the subtle and generic features of

cultural contexts, is clearly related to such ultimate educa-

tional objectives as the affective objectives mentioned by

curriculum evaluators and the responding category outlined by,
11! 0.6/44.11;0 ,1 IN1 4103541,.1.1...eto%

the authors of The Taxonomy of Educational Objectives: Affective

Domain. Whether or 'not the first Project goal is related to

the tasks set for students in the Project instructional mater-

als constitutes our next question.

However, the examination of.the Project instructional

-

materials should be prefaced by a word of caution. These in-

structional materials do not look like typical instructional

materials. They do not confront the student with extensive

narrative materials or with topically-arranged statements of

definitions, conclusions, and value judgments. Instead, the

project materials confront the student with sequentially-
.

developed sets of directions, statements, sources of data,

questions, and spaces for written or active responses by the

student, in sum, with tasks that facilitate the reorganization,

-by the student, of increasingly larger secments.of experience.

The following examples of Project materials, taken

directly from Student Manuals, illustrate both the format and

Anobilo



the tasks Btructured by the new instructional materials:_

c.

Example 1..

71

5. Now we come to a difficult problem. How
can we gpt answers,to these questions? We know
there are certain books that might help us and
some organizations (such as the Census Bureau),/
that have information but.let's assume that
we want to find the answers on our oWn. What
would be the best way to get information about
these questions, for example?

size_of_the_American
family?

Best way tofirid out:

b. What attitudes do children have toward
-their parents?.

c. How do mothers treat young babies?

Best way to find out:

..6. After listening to the suggestions of 'others in
the class, what general ways do you see open to us,
to gain information we need to answer our questions? .

. u
,

a.

b.

c.

d.

7. Might you possibly get inaccurate or incomplete
information about the family.using these methods? Why?

Method Why Information Inaccurate
or Incomplete



ExaMple 2.
1

WHAT.PART DOES EACH MEMBER OF THE
MODERN AMERICAN FAMILY PLAY?

72

1. ,elowiis a circle which represents the'mother of
the Modern American family. Some activities have leen .

placed inside the circle, some, _outside. _ _

beenplaced on the line. Why do\you think the activities
which fall inside the circle were placed there?

Why were the activities which fall outside the circle
placed there?

teach children to read

teach childre

-shoot good manners
pool

attend
bridge club

work in
coal mie

rk in
o ice

ignore
.

--- clean crying
baby

s.oke
c gaiettes prepare meals

counsel upset gi-57Effi7 rock crying
daughter baby

buy
groceries

make
curtains

tell sori

.whom to
Marry

bear children

keep yodng children
out of street

1

mend,
, cloth

service
\

car

18 earn famiXv'income-repair.

(.32._142.)

roof
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Example 3.

- 3. The data supplied in-Table 3 deal withA
the numbe'r of births and deaths for the period,'
1900-1962. When reference is made to this kind
of datathe,riumber of births and deaths is in
terms of so Many birthi or deaths per thousand
people in the natioWs,population.

Table Births aild Deaths: 1900-1962

.peaths Life Expectancy
(Per Thousand--(at birth, in years)
population) Male Fémal

Births
(Per Thousand

Year population)

19_00 32.8
1905
1910 30.1
4.915 29.5
3c920 27.7
1\925 25.1
1930 21.3
1935 18.7
/1940 19.4
/19145 20.4
1950 24.1
1955 25.6

/1956 25.2
1957 25.3
1958 24.6--
1959, 24.3
1960' 23.7
1961 23.3
1962 ; '22.4

17.2
151.9

14.7
13.2
13.0
11.7
11.3
110.9

10.8
10.6
19.6
9

I 9:4

i 9.6
9.5

' 9.4

9.5
9.3

9.5

46.3\

47.3
48.4
52.5
53.6
57.6
58.1
59.9

63.6
65.6
66.6
66.7
661.3

66.4
66.5
66.6

48.3
50.2
51.8
56.8
54.6
60.6
63.6
63.9
65.2
67.9
71.1
72.7
73.0
72.5
72.7
73.0
73.1

Source: Twentieth Century Fund. 1964

USING THE.DATA GIVEN.IN TABLE 3,JBOVE
, 1

3.1 Compare the nation'Is birthrate in 1962 with 1900:
with 1935. What do theSe data tell you?

I

.
1

372 r-Compare the ations.death rate in.1962 with nop.
/

i

33 /What dO these datal on Table 3 tell you about the
bationks birth an death:rate for the period, 1900-1962?

/ / 1

c
/

/
/

[

/ a
/

i/
"1:1),



'30 How many years could a male Child'born in
1900 expect to live?

How many years could a male child borh in 1960'
expect to live?

LoCate-the year'nearest your year. of birth ahd deter.-
mine how.long'you can expect to live.

I

4

3.5 Compare the life expectancy of a female
.child born,in 1900 and 1960 with thalt of a
male child:

3.6 What reasons can you give for-the rends ih
death rate and life expectancy, 1900-1 62, on
Table 3?

3.7 ,What infereheeS can you make abótitj growth of
the U. S. Population, Table 1, frdm* r answers
3.1 through 3.6? Enter below in--clearly written

statements.

,.

(30, 97-98)
Ar

ExamPie. 4.

1

.POLITIC,AL ISSUES

1./ For the .next few days you- wilt be playing a
.

game which illustrates sote political processes.
Play it like you would any)game--to win-but try
to remember what happens as the /game unfOlds.
We_wili be referring to things that occur in

' the game later_in_car_study.
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,

1
'9

4 /
3. Whlt was sour 4 positiori 'on doWntolan re- --

.. ,

development? : For Against_: '''
What reasons did you give .for your' position
in -the

.1

negotiations? Put theM in' the boxes
.. ,entitled "reasons ze'

,
. .

Reasons

>
Values

.

75

,
4'As-you ,discuss these .items in class, .listen for

t *reasons that *our friends used in the negotiati
Add t in Vie bOxes belbw.

sus . n

Reasons

Values

. ,
_

/f these are the4-reasons that people felt the way
they did on an issue, they probably concern. things ..
that are viewed,aS desirabl:e in one way orAnothr
by thatsPergon. We will call these "desirable": ,-

'things valueS since they represent something the"
. individual views ds Valuable.- What are the valUes .

. underlying the reasons you have list,ed? Put _them i .

in the bokqs below the reasons and draw arrows to .
,

'those reasons that rest upon that value.. (33,. I.:2) " i.

.
.

Examples one throu* four of instrtIctional materials
I 7 .

o
frtim, tile Illinois Social Science Curriculum Study Project

i'llute e that the Content of instructional matrials is not to
be thought of. solely in terms of the ,content of instructional

situations but als'o in terms,of the kinds of responses the it-

uations are capable of evoking. It is concluded that Aph of

.the four instrudtional situations represented above is capable"
,
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of evoking resprises to the subtle and generic features of

these situations. jrhis instructional emphasis is \ consistent

76- .

i

with an important

Science Curricul

goal of the/ University of IIliiiôis Social

Study Project and with more ultimate edu-
.Cational obj_ectives identified by curriculum,evaluators. on th.e

national scene and the ,authors Of the Taxonomy of Educational

Objectives: (Affective Domain.

On- the other hand.,1 it is also concluded that 'each of.,
.

.

the four 'instructional situations represented above is capable

of. evoking responses to the imMediate and particular features

of_these situations. This is to say that instructional objec-
c

tives are plural -and sequential. That is, what. may be an

important emphasis or goal at one sta*ge in the developMental

pioces s may not be an important emphasis or goal at another

stage. Or; to put it clifferently,, what may be in ('-the foreground

"1 ,

0

--onc -in_t="ruet ion-a-1 sit-u-ation-may-p-roperly be in the background

in another instructional situation.

The final step in the search for curricular relevance

of the Cognitive 'Preference Test cons..sts in determining

whether' or not the tasks. set by Proj ect examinat: on questions are

consistent witn t e responses elicited by the Cognitive Prefer-
, 4,

ence Test. That is, are .the immediate objectives of the Project,

as represented in Project achieVement test/AuestionS, represculted- .

in thr.: behaviors required- to -.deal with 'the questions in' the .
-

,_'
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Cognitive Prefer nce Test?

4

In order t o deal with this q estibn,

will be made of test questions( taken directly

signed to evaluate .achievement in the Illinois

Curriculum Study Project matelials. The test qUe

4. :Assume that your job is to find_out h
students in your schdol feel about expand
th/e war in Vietnam. ! Assume further that
are interested in saving time and money an
consequexitly, you will on* ask ;a sample-,o
students from your .school- (about their opin
,You will \th'en utilize the._ 'findings based o
sample to generalize aboutl the opinion of
th students. ,J

1

. Mich of the followingo samples would pr
involve the least amount cdf error for this
purpose? , 4

(A) Students -in your. school who read.at__
one library book each week

(B) The members of the school's athletic te&as
(C) Students irCyour School who usually rake

the hoOr roll I
. ,

(D) Studentsf in your 'school whose first n
begins with an "IR"

(E) Students. in your school who participa
most in extra-::cUrricu1ar activities.
(31, 3) 1

I

29. Imacine that you are an economist, one o
team of soCial sdientists 'employed by the Uni
States Department of State. You' are to Caret lly.

_ iobserve the econoinie operations of a newly-ent rged
nation and provide /a tentative description of how its
ec nomic activity is organized. :

The answer to which of the following questions
woLild provide you with the tost useful informa ion

; .necessary for the job?

\!

: (A) Is there a high L-F,te1.of illiteracy 'in
this nation?

.(B) Who decides . what -will be produced?
;(C) .a. problem of scarcity?

c3



(D a,- .ouraes. does the) What kinasu,o-f-if----
ll kaw

Is the economic, system undergoing
change?
(31, 18)

Orile

Question 33 refers to the followininforrnation:

What the United States Could Do
With 20 Billions of Dollars

4 iusigi5441:0tir*- ''''
For no more money than, the moon pr6gram isitexpecteir" ..,..

......L,_-

di ito cost, the country could dp ranw,oire Of thete thi gs:

Maid 20,000 miles of superhighways across
the country.

II. Retire the mortgage debt on every U. S. farm.
III. Give every family in the United Stated more

th.an $4,000.
t.,1"104.s.41410.44.0.464,41«IV. Biuld an antimissile defensetedt. every

_big city in the count-ry.

33. Which Of the followin economic principles is .

represented in the situation described above?

(A) Goods used in the production of other goods,
i.e., machines, tools, 'and the'like, require
large outlays of money.
The amount of labor. °available in_the_US.
economy is not fixed.

(C) Human resources include labor and management.
(D) Scarcity requires choosing amdng competing

Most human material wants can be satisfied
once and for all.
(31, 20)

(B)

(E)

Question 39 refers to the following information:

On race relations, the Supreme Court 'of the .-
United..States continues its practice of recent years
in ruling aciainst all ,attempts at discrimination.

A unanimous decision by the Supreme Court held
that :the Alabama legislature eould not change the
boundaries of th& city. of Tuskegee in order to
.deprive Neoroes of tile right to vote.
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Another ruling by the Supreme Court held that _
restaurants in interstate' bus _terminals could-riot
refuse to serve Negroes if the ea n Egifice is
"a necessary part of the b arrier's transportation
service."

39....-WhIch of the following pOlitical principles 3.8
best illustrated by the information above?'

1404u..

(A) The political system helps to deal with
Conflicts about what people view as.
desirab.U.

.03) The political system may provide the
opportunity for wideSpread adult participa7.
tion in decision ,making. .

(C) The leaders in a political system try to
support their actions_ with_an- -idea-of;

- rightness.
(D) The authority to make political decisions

ig.usuallV limited in somt way.
(E) Political resources are di,stributed un6enly

amoz,g the adult members of 'a sOciety.
(31, 26)

Each of the four test questions shown above outlines a
, .

situation that is related to a social-science principle. Ti-lese,

4situations are assumed to be novel i'to the Project students, .e.,

the sod:

Project \

1-science principles involved were not taught to the

tudents in the context of these situations. Conse-

quently, the task set for the student in each test question is

that of identifying which principle or pattern best subsumes the

various data inc3uded in the situation. Clearly, the willingness
r.

to respond to the subtle mild generic features of .sócialphenOmena

can, be subsumet1 -under the capacities required to identify the

principles ox pattens that unify disparate data.

E5
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In general, it is believed that considerable support has

been provided for the claim that the Cognitive Preference Test
6

in the Social Sàiences has both curricular and'logical releva rice
,

to the .objectives, instrucltional materials, and students of the

University of Illinois Social Science Curriculum Study Project.

This relevancewas demonstrated by analyzing logical relation-,

ships among ultimate educational objectives (the two taxonomies

of educational -objectives), S-Pecific educational objectives (some

of the objectives arid materials of the University of Illinois

Social Science Curriaulum Study Project), and the easks set for

students by the Cognitive Preference Test in tle Social Sciences.

Empirical Relevancg

-I-I-second approach to the essential task of judging the
. irelevance of a test consists n first administering the lipst -to

the group of students for whom the relevance of the test is be6ng
,"

estimated...Since this approach requires that student behavior

or responiids. be obtained-arid analyzed, it is. classified under

the general heading 'of empirical relevance.

Now, thegeneral prlobleni involved in estin-lating the ern-
%

pirical -relevance Of a 'test consists in identifying a. criterion
:

or stanpard of beh cvior that, 'although external to..the teat,

s.
clearly, io.ves the kind of behavior that the test purports to

6.S ,

measurel, Con-dein:trig thc. kinds of cri-terion behavior that might
5 E6 e.
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be utilied in judging the relevance of a test of school

"achievement," Remmers and Gage state that:

Criteria against which empirical relevance of
an evaluating device may, be determined include
the following: school marks, increase in
percentage of success in successive ages or
grades, differences in scores obtained by
any two or more groups known tobe widely
seParated in whatever is being measpred,
ratings by tcomp_e_tent_raterp-,and--sco-rei-o-n
-cith-erfests. (28, 126-1 27)

The appropriateness of the criteria suggested by Remmers

and Gage will now be considered in relation to the Cognitive

Preference Test in the Social Sciences. First, school marks or

grades given by teaChers appear' unsatisfd'otnry as a criterion of

the cognitive preferences 0f students because grades are prob-

y influenced by many factors other- than those which the

cognitive preference test purports \to measure. Second, in-
,

_

,
-creases in percentage of, success lair the test) in su essive

ages or grades would appear to be a highly appropriate means of

establishing the empirical relevanCe of the CognitiVe Preference

Test to a group receiving instruction in this dimension. Row:-

ever, this approach would require repeated test administrations'.

to a group of students over a period of years, and for this .

reason it was not considered feasible in this study. Thir6d,
,

ratings by competent, raters was not attempted because prelimin-

ary investigations indicated that demonstration teachers of
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P.roject materials, staff members of the Project, and a spec-

ialist in teacher education did not presum\to know their
a

students terms of cognitive preference cat gories in the

social sciences.

Actually three separate methods of judging tlie----ernpir-

ical relevance of the Cognitive Preference Test for pa\ticular

groups of students were employed. These methods-were: ) a

comparison of group means on tlie.cognitive preference scales

for Project students, (2) cOrrelations among cognitive preferen

scale scores and other test spores for Project students, and

(3) comparisons of group means pn the cognitive preference

scales for Project students and Graduate students. Each of
vthese three approaches to judging the empirical, xelevance of

the Cognitive Preference Test will now be discussed.

The means and standard 'deviations of all tests, given to

the Project group during the' academic year 1954-1955, were

ornputed. Table 3 shows, these statistics which are based on a

a tematic sample of 64 Project students.

Inspection of Table 3 tends to confirm hypothesis.1,

stated in Chapter I of this study. Te Project group, on the

average, d,emonstrates a 'More frequent preference for the general

features of social situations than for'the particular features

. of social situatiotis. That is, the Project group, on the
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average, demonstrates a.more frequent preference for knowl-

edge of principle and knowledge of methodology than for knowleci!:..

f term and knowledge, of specific fact.-. In addition, the

average preference for knewledge of specific fact is signif-

icantly different from the average preference for knowledge of

term; the average preference for knowledge of term is signif-

icantly different from the average preference for knidwledge of

methodology; and the average preference for knowledge of meth-

odology.is significantly different from the average'preference

for knoWledge of principle. In sum, the difference between the,

means in each of the three' comparisons mentioned above is toO

large to be accounted for by sampling errors.

A

Since the obtained differences in the cognitive prefer-

ences of Project students were (1) statistically .significant

and (2) in the predicted direction, .e., it would be predicted

from the objeci::.ves, instructibnal materials, and, test questions

identified in the Project that.Project studentS would. learn to

respond willingly to the general features of social phenomena,

then some credence is given to the. claim that the Cognitive

Preference Test has empirical relevance for the Project students.

0
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Tabl,e 3

Stumnary" Statistics of Project Group

Proj ect Group
(N =-64)

Mean Score ,..Standard Deviation'

School and College' Ability
Test (SCAT), Form 3Av ,72. 12.8

STEP, Social Studies , 56 6. 5

Project Pre-Test 25.9 5:8
. .

Project Post-Test 27 7. 9

Cognitive'Preference:
Specific Fact ' 5.14* 4.7

Cognitive Preference:
Term 8. 39* 3.1

. Cognitive Preference:
.

Methodology 11.89*

Cognitive Preference:
Principle 14.58*

p < . b5 that the difference between the means is' zero

Table 4 shows the intercorrelations '0f student test

scores of the eight variables kor the Project students.
. _

Analysis of.Table 4 provides partial confirmation for hypothesis

2, stated in ghapter I f this,..study. That is, for Project

students a preferenCe for the general feattires of social situam
It

tions is plore pppitively related to project achievement test

Et.)



scores than is a preference for the particular features of
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social situations. It is clear that Project students who prefer

knoWledge:of principles find themselves at an advantage on the

projedt post test (r = .35). Converbely, Project students who

prefer knowl.edge of terms and knowledge of facts find thmselves

at,a disadvantage on the project post test (r = -`.32 and

r = -.07).

Table 4

Intercorrelations of Student -Test Scores

Social Science Curriculum
Study .project Group

(N = 64)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) ( ) (7)
's

SCAT

,STEP,

Social Studies .8o*

Project /
Pre-Test . .63* - .64*.

"Project
Post-Test .74* .80* .60*

Cog. Pref.:
Fact -.27* -!.13 -.07

Cog.

Term -.30* -.16 -.30* 7.32* -:41*

,Cog. Pref.:
t thod .06 .04 '.00 .01 -.42* -.33*

Cog. Pref.:
Principle .35* .48* .35* 34* -.71.*. .08 -.05

.*p < .05 that
-
urn does not differ



These correlations, two of which are statistically

significant (r = .35 and r =-.32), are consistent with the

objectives of the Project course. That is, in a curriculum

where the emphasis is on knowledge of principles, it would. be

predicted that students who prefer khowledg of principles would

tend to achieve more than students who prefer nowledge of

specifics. Since thesepredictions are confirmed by the ob-
.,

tained correlations (r = .35 and r .4-.32),.then additional
J 4

credence is given to the claim that the Cognitive' Preference Test

has empirical relevance for the Project students.

Tble 5 shows the means and standard deviations of the

four cognitive preference_scales for-both Project and Graduate

students. Study of Table 5 tends to confirm hypothesis 3,

statea./in Chapter I of this study. The Graduate group, On the

demonStrates a more frequent preference for the generalaverage,/
/ features of socialsituations than for the particular features

of social situations. Once again, as in the case of the Project

students, it would-be predicted from emphases in graduate teacher

education curricula in the social studies, that Graduate students

would learn to respond willingly, to the g neral features of

social phenomena. Eruphaces_pn generic ,features ,%-roulei tend ,tb

be in the foreground in those teacher-educc ion, activities con-
)

cerned with the structure of knowledge in the'sOcial sciences,
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methodology in the social seiences,

I

.
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the s lection And valid-

ation of objecti/ves in the sodial studies; Ithe/ evaluation of ,\
\ I

1learning outcothes in the \ secial stuidies, and'research dealing
I

4

with significant variables in the' learning process. Emphases, On /
. ...r. .

, .\
generic featUx'es would 'tend to be in the background in ti./ose;

,
teacher-eduqation activities focused the data-collec ion phase .

/ ,/
s

A

of 'the .reflective
, \

_

\

theoretical principles._; i

process and the instantiation

Table .5
.Surnrnry Statistics of Probect, and Graduate Group's

A

0, f contlepts I and

Cognitive Preference:
Specific Fact

Cognitive Preference:

Cognitive Preference:
Methodology

Cognitive Preference:
rkiriciple

*_

Project ,Group.
(N .= -64)

Graduate -,roup
(g:

Mean Standard Mean Standard
Scores Deviation Score Deviation

5.1 /4. 4.7

8:4- ° 3.1

11.9\

14.6

413 13 . 5

2.9

3.8

4.9. 16-2
o-
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i..
/

\." 1.
Since th obtained differen...e\ in 41e cognitive prf-

\

erences of Graduate stucents are in the\.pedicted direOtion,

thn some dredence is give to the c1ai thai: the Cognitive
/Preference Test has empirical relevance forthe Graduate :,

.4

/ .\
.;studènt tested in this study.

\ .

//

of Table
9

also tends to onf.rni hypothesis 4,
/

stated in Chapter I of this study. The Grduate group, on t1e

averag , den,onsrates a mote frequent preference for the geherai./
1 '../featuts of socia situations than the Projçt students do. '

/

;. '

..
:.

/

While he differenc..es in cbgnitive preferces obtained for
/

Grdu e and Project students do not repiesnt the classical/
/situa on of differences in scores obtained by any two ox. nore

groups kno to be widely separated in hatver is being

it is elieved that an Qpproximat.on of th classical situationj
/ - .

.. 1 :

is ;,ep
/esented by. the comparison of the riiate ard Prbjec.t

/ I..
1- studen ,/ I-s----on their resptctive cognitive p eferences. 'that is, è/
/

..

have g od reasoh to believe thdt the roeJt Iaateria/b enLphas ze

respon ing to the generic featuies o soci1 data we
havr /

orne q ounds for believing that the urn1ative efct of
- . I I. I:

1onge trailing in th social sciences and sociar studies I

: / / I

ectnAoui be a epiais/on rsponin to/th gene4
I / 1 , /fe.turo' of sDc21l phenomena J 4n onsequence f thesE. be) icfs

1/.
or pati2 a11'lr w1ranted ssuinption, it would be predict0 th3t

Grhicuate udents wot]c1 demonstrate a ior' qunt pref1rence



for the geperal features of social situatib,ns than the Pr j,ect

students. Since the obtained differences between the two \groups
, 1

-

arin the predicted 'direction, then ona s' additil upport is
. , . . ---)

I

.
3_ en t h ,laim that the Cognitive Prefererice T est has em-, ,,,t.

J .

'
.1 . 49 .rical varthe for both the Graduate students and t.he Proj,ect.

'

-
-Construct Vali/dity. ( / .. ''

4*
--

...

..

i .

, Although the conception of 'const uct validity is x6.,e.-

i,.. _cent additiOni to the repertoire of measu'rement specialists,' it
I. /

. ,
., .

is a conception that 'has powerAil potatialities -for expLircIn a'ting
,

., / 1
,

the.'le_ariiing process through me-asurentent. That is, i.-,ince the:
1 '1 I.

construc./t validity of a test focuses on redpenses, i.e . , What .P

,

expected to dd with i5leas or fee1.ings,:then'eval-1

ua in s /employing tests of c!anstruct validity may go'

r

a student iS

b orld reportiing scri specific. courw
>

an t assidt itn the .under-
.1

,

/,

standing 'of learning iri 4eneral..

I

n
/Hery Dyer has stated t ihat f our purpOse is to exa mine

, k \

I

Meari.n:gfli.1 categories within whi'ch the behavior of..students,

varies, then wc are concerned with the cônstruct validity of-

a test. (10, ,37) Unfortunately, re4.ther because .of COnceptual

complexities inherent in the notion of construct yalidity. itself, .

,orbecause of Methodological complexities related t6 the use of
I.c.: \

C



FILMED FROM BEST AVAILABLE pOri

factor an.: ly , the ccsLn;:L Val i.di ty of most t os if;

. unknown. (10, 4-1)

SO

Iloncry Dyar las outlined the. locjic of cdnst::-0:!:.

.aLon by reference to responc..enLcgories or dit,.ons!..6ils in, the

contet of United tato III Loi y. flo states:

Suppose, for example, an examiner in
U. S. Hi sLon.,7 puts into a test ten questions,
covering tr.:n different hji;torIC:al
but..each one calling ',Ton -t;h6 student to,
demonstrate his b. I ity to analyze.
Suppofe further that he puts another ten3
quostiOns into the 'test covering -the same
'ten periods but each one calling unon the
student to.demonstrate his 'Lability to
synthes.i ze." The .constructs..of ability aro
thus.. hypothesized:

.This hypothesis is checked in three steps*
by xeference to the actual responses students
make to the questions. First, can a group o,
say, twenty examiner s, judging independently, .

avou reasonably well on the classification of.
.thc responses into those to be .labeled analysis
and-lhos..:p; te be labeled :.62;rithesis7 Second,
do the' ri ssponses clE-ssified as one Or the
other tend to hangtrDcfether empirically? That
is, do the respOnses to the ,ten questions
upposcely C::s Ling for analytical ability- tend

to 'rank. stUdent in approximately the sme
order, and can the same be..said of the responses
to questions supposedly testing for ability to
synthosi;:e? Third, is the agreement in rank .

order within one set of responsr_..s distinguishably
greater Ohl the average than.the agreement between
thc two. sets C, S reF.ponses? If the answers to all
three questions Lre i.n the affirmative, then it
can be said thw.:, the test is measuring .at least-
two v:did eentitructs. (10,. 40)

6
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Clearly,' the present study 'is concerned with the- -
,

measurement of meaningful dimensions of student responses. .In

consequence, it would seem appropriate that factor analysis be

- ---employed as a method of teasing out the response dimensions

that have assumcdly-been built into the test of cognitgive pref.7

erence. Howeve , certain necessary cautions must be exercised

'13

in the use o factor analysis-, as, in the use of other statistical

techniq

Ann Anastasi has proposed a fundamental considerati.on

concerning the use" of factor analysis. She states:

Since all techniques of factor analysis
begin with intercerrelations, any conditions
that affect correlation coefficients will
also influence factor loadings. (1, 335)

The following discussion of the conditions that influence

correlation coefficients and consequently affect factor loadings
,e

is based largely on relevant analyses by Anastasi and R. L.

Thorndike located in previously-cited sources.' , The discussion

relates conditions that influence correlation coefficients to

established characteristics of the Project sample and the Cog-

nitive Preference Test.

It is of basic importance that a sufficient number of

persons be employed so as to yield stable correlations.; i.e.,

the sample size must be large enough to provide stable data.

Employing 100 cases, a correlation coefficient must. be .195 to

.17
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be significantly greater than zero at the .05 level. With 6 4

cases, the size of the Project sample, correlations may vary

so greatly from sample to sample -any resulting factor"

loadings would be suspect.

Second, the correlation between two variables is markedly

affected by the range of the variables. Fo x. example, the

correlation between academic aptitude and academic achievement

will be muCh greater for a school population than fox a given

.grade. Ncxa it has been reported in an earlier section 'of this

chapter that the Project sample is restricted on-the aptitude

range: That is, most of the PrOject students are located between

the eightieth and the ninety-ninth percentile in academic

aptitude. Further, statistically significant correlations have

been obtained between academic aptitude and preference for prin.-

ciples, .35, and between academic aptitucke and preference for

terms, --. 30. It is believed that selectivity in the Project

group operates-to lower the true variance on the aptitude

variable, and to a lesser extent on the cognitive preference

variables. In Consequence, the correlation between academic

aptitude and various cognitive preferences is reduced. Since

the .Cognitive ,Preference Test is ultimately ,intended for use

within the full range of academic aptitude, the resulting factor

loadings based on truncated variables would be restrictive.
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. Third, the, tests used in factor analysis should have

high reliabilities. Upreliablt te.sts can contribute very little
0

to the identlfication of factors. vIt has alrez0y.been shown in

th,is chapter that the reliabilities of the cognitive preference

scales are generally. "in the ihtennediate range, with the ex--

ceptic\In of the preference for terms scale which was judged to he

unreliable. The net effect of. the olytaj_ned reliabilities would

be to obscure factor loadings should they obtain.

Finally, it has Veen suggested that measures which yield

ipsative scores, in which the person's, performance is expressed

with reference to his own mean, are not suitable for the usual.

sort of factor analysis. (1,, 336) Scores on the Cognitive
N

-Preference Test illustrate this procedure. It is impossible for-

a person to obtain high scores on all four parts of this test,

or low scores on all four parts. A high score on one part of the .

test must be balanced by low scores on other parts. 'If ipsative

sciores are intercorrelated, some negative correlations must

'necessarily result simply as an artifact of the scoring proce.,

duros. Again, the resulting factor loadings would be suspect.

For these reasons it was decided not to employ factor

analysis as a method of testing the construct validity of the

Cognitive Preference Test at this time. Temporarily, at least,

the construct validity Of the Cognitive Preference Test, like

9
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that of the great majority of educational tests, will remain

unknown. Nevertheiess, on the basis of data shown in Table 2,

page 62, there is a suggestion. that the cognitive preference

categories shoufd not be considered homogeneous in function

measured. That is, the responses classified as preference for

principles, etc.-do not tend to cluster together empirically;

they tend to fragment.. R. L. Thorndike has suggested 'that the

correlation of item with test is analogous to the factor loading

of .a variable in factor analySis. (34, .599)

In describing the analogy, Thorndike maintains that the

part of the vaxiance which :is n t accounted for by tiliS first

factor-may be either elror variance or variance i1i other factors.

From Table 2 we see that in the preference for principles scale,

the average correlation between an item and total test is .258.

This leaves 93.4% of the variance which is not accounted for by

the first factor. The.remaining 93.4% of the variance may be

error variance or variance .n other 'factors. However, from the

internal consistency °re:liability coefficient of the scale, .667,

we see that two thirds o'f the total scale variance is true

variance or non-error 'variance. Consequently, most of the true

variance, 66.7% - 06.6% 60.1%, would be accounted for by vari-

ance in other factors.. Similar reasoning may be applied to' the

other three gn i t ive preference scales to show that the scales

-should not be considered homogeneous in function measured.
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HAPTER' V . .

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMEIWATIONS
FOR .FURTHER RESEARCH

This study was designed to formite certain affeetic

objectives in communicable terms. The method employed was the

development of' an exploratory test in which situations were

structured so as. to elicit student responses to the generic ..or .

particular features of social phenomena or. 'data. The conception,

of cognitive preference for generic or particular: features was

related to emphases in new curricula and based on comprehensive

formulations of educational objectives in the cognitive end

affective domains. It was concluded that :the exploratory test

possebsed sufficient reliability for research purposes, in three

of the four scales, and that present supp-Crrt for the validity of

the test is 3 argely to be found in the realm of logical validity.
.

Conclusions

In'his analysis of Research OnTeaehinq The Social .

Studies Lawrence Metcalf points to two kinds of researchers' of

social studies education. He says:

Ode group of investigators has worked on
building a, comprehensive theory of social
studies education. This group has pretty
nuch rejected controlled'experimentation
as a research tool. It claims, however,

a
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that its theory is not in conflict with
well-established facts. Another group'has
gathered and counted facts without weighing
their significance for basic theoretical ,

problems. (26, 962)

Arlie, above categorizations of research in social studieS

education is cited for the purpose of illustrating differences

.ir4 research focus. Now whide it may appear that the present

study could readily be classified aniong those research effortp

that-ga,ther and count facts "without weighing their significance

for basic theoretical problems," the wriVer believes that such

classification would be erroneous. The present study has been
0related to current emphases in the development of new curricula;

it has been related to*the search for -new diraensions of achieve-
-

ment in the socill studies; .it has been related to comprehensive

taxonomies of educational object.il>es in the cognitive and

affective domain's; and it has been related to persistent method-

ological problerakin the,validation of educational tests'.

w.ithin the context of relationships between .this
. s.

sta-cly and basic trends, theoretical formulations, and

iri social studies education that the

following conclusions are Arawn:
,

1. There is a pressing need for a body of theory

relevant to affective objectives .in social

studies education.

/0
/

0 7, )

6
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There is nothing more p....actical than theory

in thp sense that theory leads to hypotheses

to be tested, methods to be developed, .and.

. . conclusions .. to be interpreted in the lightof

other theoretically-relevant conclusions. 0

Affective objectives can be stated in_ communicable
11

terms.
\.

a. In ordA to state affective objectives in
_ \

\,

5

0

communicable teims, a carefully-drawn initial
k

formulation of the objectives is, a first and

not a final step. What seems to be reauired

is a serie-s of transformations of the initial

formulations in which terms are employed that

are open to the fewest possible interpretations.

3. Project students and a non-randomly selec.t.ed

group of graduate students 'in social studies

education respond with cognitiye prefe ences that

can be differentiated.

a. Project itudents respond more frequently to the

general features of social phenomena than to the

particular features of social- phenomena.

b. ,The cognitive preference's of ,,noject students

for princiPles is more positively related to

1. C
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(3

0 project achievement test scores than are th:

cognitive preferences of project students for

(>

specific facts

c. A non-randomly_

and terms.'

selebted group of-graduate

students in social studies education respond

more frequently to the

scicial phenomena than

of social phenomena..

general features of

o the particular features

d. A non-randomly selected group of graduate

students .in social studies education respond

'more frequently to ,the general featureS of

social Phenomna than prOject Students do.
.

4. The categorieS of cognitive and affe.etive behavior

described in the two taxonomies of educational

objectives, cognitive and affective Aomains tend

to be more 'apprqpriate descr,iptions of situations

in which certain kinds' cf responses or behaviors

are likely to occur, rather than to be appropriate

.descripti9ns of behavior per. se..

c.. That i, it is not established_whether the

categories adequately describe processes

engaged in by students. Rather, the categories

seem to suggest properties or characteristics

of ,sitnations. This is not to say that" the



C. ,
A

taxonomy categories are not valuable or

C.

useful. Present usage of the taxonemy
\-.\

categories indicates that ;they are a

suggestive source of -.studeft response

possibilities.

99

rat

5. It is..likely that the demand for' behavioral spec-

ification of educat-i-onal_objec tives_is useful, up

to a p6int, bith the equating of eduCationai ob-
.)

jectives, with specific behaviors would seem to

imply consequences that many participants in the

educational mi] ieu would be unwilling to accept .

a. For example, the implication in the present
6.study that the willingness to respond:to the

subtle and generic features of ,social phenomena

is unequivocally to lpe desired is open to,

criticism. What about the necessity, at some

stage in the inquiry process, to collect facts
,

releVant to the hypothesi's at hand? One response

.to this question would be that flexibility .and

discretion in the willingness o respond to
\

features tf phenomenE represents a more

ultimate educational obTe-FETATe--thenthelling-

neSs to respond in a fixed way. It is43,c2pete
,

that this illugtration Suggests. how dispositions
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and capacities rather than spe fic be-

haviors, more closely approx. ate tatimate.,
O

educational objectives. 4...""
6. 'The multiple-choice test format, i.e., the

presentation of stimulus material followed by

four or 'five optional statements, whilerundoubtediy

useful :in- the item development phase of tea ...

_

construetion (because . of the direct trans fqr of

0'

knowledge and skins involved); II1V conp.ribute to

reduce the construct validity-of thô cognitive

preference test.

a. That is, if the investigatdr's purpose is to
-"-

identify meaningful response categories or
. .

hoinoi3eneous functions of student.behaviOrs; then

the introduction of .response sets would serve

to obscure homogeneously-based responses..

Such response sets as:the tendency .._t,<_:),seek a

"best" answer or the tendency..to seek the

statement most relevant to the stimulus iitat-
I

erial would. dilute sources of,.varian,ce
0

supposedly based on preference or the willing-

ness to, respond based on the choice of learned
6

cues.

I C.S
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..
_ -

0

0.

-

S.

7 . It is not known whether the cognitive preference

(categories, a-S de ined, are the best possible for
0

describing cognitive preferences ih the social
.

studies
a. 'In;te first place, the domain ot methodology

in the. social sciences is so varied, dynainic,

,open-ended, and ambiguous that it is difficult

to construct statements of methodology which

do not have a considerable overlap with other .

types of cognitivestatements in the social

studies. Secondly, data obtained from ad

ministrations of the cognitive preference test

suggest that the preference for terms is

robably ased on several.different sources'

of varia ce. It may be tha-t other kinds of
_

preferen e are more distinctive, and hence

ictic, in -the social sciences..
8. The internal 'corrs,istency apprciach to reliability

More pre

was employed in this study becaus of the -conven-
'

ience Of the operations entailed'. That is, a

single tes't and a single administratconof the

test provides the basis for estimating3 the internal

consistencr of Ithe tcst.

>74

ft
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a. lieweverie me'thod Of estimating reliability.

- that seems t!.o'be most defensible. on logical
99. grounds is the preparation and administration

of equivalemtNtost forms. The main objections
\

_

- tp this method Seem to be practi , relating-
to the labor involved in, producing at least

. t
8

two, equivalent" test, forms.' -When" the investi-
.

'gator 's purpose is.evaluation of change,

extending, over a considerable period of tithe,

then the appropriate method of estimating the.
,

reri:ability of the instrument would appear to be

retest with an equivalent test form ovek a
A . .

similar tim,d !inter val.,
.

The logical,' relevancfr approach to Naliaity was
.1

stressed n. this study largely because og the

availability'-of in-formation fOn whi.a. to ba this.
3

. 9

approac 'Howev.er, o ical- relevance is vi wed not

wor

as a sul4.,91D1u - for empNiTical 'relevance but as a:
;pi -

supplement tb it...
r).

Once the\idgicza--ielevance of ,A test ha's been

est.L.1-ished for- a p'aiticufar, group, i.

a.

a

ultimate. objpctives., are. specified, then -related

to immediate objectives, a subsequently the

'73 .
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immediate objectives are related to 'tasks or.
-

responses structured by test questions,:then

it is necessary to investigate.the empirical

.rel,evance of the 'test for thesame Yroup.

Perhaps one of'the most effective ways of

investigating the empirical relevance of a

'best is to see how much students have learned,

in terms of the dimension assumed to be measured

by the tes-L, in consequence of an interval of

instruction.

Recommendations for Further Research
Pc:

Although.the Cognitive Preference Test in.the Social

Sciences was a first draft, an exploratory device, the essen-
,

tially positive results derived from its ire suggest that the

0

instrument can identify student differences'in cognitive prefer-

ences within a particular curriculum context.

Several possibilities for further research are suggested.

It would seem essential at this stage of our knowledge about

cognitive preferences to deveLoo a general, nontechnical test of
a

cognitive preferences in the social studies. That is, the stim-

ulus material and the optional statements for each test item

should he stated in ordinary language and.they should deal-Avith

, fl'a-

. a .
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social phenomena from the vantage point of the lalwan. The

purpose'of the general instrument would be to assess the4.11ing-

Aess of junior and senior high school students to respond to

various fea.tures of Social phenomena prior to exposUre to the
'

. selective, focusingloperations of social scientists.

A second consideration basic to further research on'cog-

pitive preferences' concerps the categories within which cognitive

preferences are investigated..% It has been indicated earlier in

this chapter that it is not known whether the cognitive prefer-

ence categories as defined are the beet possible for describing

cognitive preferences in the social studies. It has also been

indicated that the utility of the methodology and terms cate-
.

gories is suspect.

A comment by E. F. Lindquist suggests a context within

which the search for cognitive preference categories may be

.
conducted. Be states:.

In general, the functional validity of tests
will never far exceed the functional validity
of inStruction.concerned With the'same ob-
jectives, nor will the validity of instruction
far exceed that of the tests. (22, 137)

Onetinterpretation of Lindquist's statement is that it

is difficult to measure what is not being taught, and it is

difficult to teaeh what is not being measuked. For these

reasons, it is believed.that future revisions of the Cognitive,

Preference Test in the Social Sciences may profitably include

J:10
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such categories as statements of value that rate the efficacy

of man's efforts to serve basic social functions and statements

that imply the limited and tentative character of knowledge in

the social sciences. It is believed that students acquire the

dispositron to rate social behavior through the informal and

formal processe6 of indoc;t.rination into the culture, and that

stress on the partial and transient character of knowledge is

to be found in new curricula,

A third consideration fundaMental to further research on

cognitive preferences relates to the ordering of priorities in

-

program research. Benjamim Fruchter has endorsed a general

pattern for ordering research'priorities. He states:

A proper order'for research programs might
be, first, to use a Set of a priori measures
in a field of investigation and factor analyze
them to determine the basic traits or other
sources of variance operating; S'econd, to
study these factors, one at a time, by the
techniques of analysis of variance to determine
how they are affected by different experimental
conditions or how they vary among groups that
differ with respect to age, sex, education, or
other pertfnent background variables; and
lastly, to study them experimentally in the
laboratory for specific groups under carefully
controlled conditions. (14, 3) .

While Fruchter recognizes that a proper order for re-

search programs is not invariable, the writer would like to

add two considerations to Fruchter's outline which seem

especially appropriate in program research on school curric.ula.

1.11



The first consideration is that test writers and researchers

are at least.as concerned with the problem of deciding what to

Me6sure as they are with the problem of deciding how to measure.

This first consideration leads to a second. It is that curric-
.

ulum evaluators and researchers are typically concerned, at the

outset, to determine whether a curriculum is having any effect

on the dimensions they have ducided to measure. What is implied

herein is that factorial descriptions or dimensions of echicatiala

outcomes become impOrtant after it hao been established that the

curriculum is having some effect along "important" dimensions.

However,.this iS not to say that unforeseen effects should be

ignored.

Finally, it is believed that further research on

nitive preferences stands to gain much from basic research on.

cognitive and affective phenomena. As basic elements in

cognitive and affective behavior are structured, productive

hypotheses concerning dimensions of cognitive preferences will

be suggested.
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Appendix A

Numbered Principles Prom "Human 13ehavior"

And

---- Sixty R.:Aldomly-Selected Principles
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0

148.22.
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.B12,' C4. 1 74. C29

B.13 49. C5 75. C30

24. C30. 1B14 50.. C6 76.

25. B15. 1 * 51. C. -
727'.

C30. 2

26 B15. 2 52. 013. 78. Chapter 4 Al ,

: 0 ".4
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79, .Al. 1 110. Bll 141,. 1
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.-A
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A5 163.
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10. 1314
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1318 233.

1318. 1 234.

- 1319 235.
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C5. 3a
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C5. 5
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C7
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C9
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212. )325 242. Chap. 6 Al
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213. B26 243. A2

214. B27 244.
.
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216. B28 246. A2. 3
217. Bf§ 247. A2. 4
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825. A4. 5 855. B7. 2 885.
826. A5 856. 137. 3 *886.
827. A5. 1 857. Chap. 15 Al *887.
828. AG 058.. Al. 1 888.
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1005.

1006. Chap. 16
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Sample question:

4
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2 & The trend shoWn in the graph is call* "urbanization. "

4 B. in .1890 the United States Census Stireau reported that. a
frontier line in the West no.longer existed. ----

1 C. The classification of persons as urban or rural helps\
social saentists to identify imPortant similarities among
the membs of a category.

S. D. Ati important factor in the growth of cities was the spread
of industry. \

Since each of the above choices is c rect, you will have to decide th order
in which you prefer the choices . For example, assume that you coul select
any one ot the four choices above as a t ic for further investigation. Assume
further that,. to you, choice 13 seems to b the most interesting. Next. o the .

letter B you would write the number 4. If c oice D were the next in the order
of interest you would write the number 3 next to the letter. You would repeat-
the procedare for the remaining choices, A an C. as shown above. '

-
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The following instructions refer to -each of the questions in this twit:

Warning:

These are not ordinary test questions! Every lettered
-

choice in each test question is correct. In each.test Tiestion,

you are to rank the four choices, numbering them froni 4to 1,
.in the order of your preferences for, or interest in, th'e various
choices. That is, you are' to nurnber ttie choice you prefer most
as 4, the choice you prefer second as 3, the choice you prefer
third as 2, and the choice you prefer least as 1.

e=mple on the next page-
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The first thing you learn.in the Army is to carry out orders
unquestioningly. Jim, who had the bunk next to mine, found thii

hard 0 Ho. But, after receiving more.than the usual ration of KP

and guard duty, he announced that he was giving in; he was going

to follow every order- -to the letter. So I was surprised to see,him
on the KP line the following weeko

It seems Jim had been assigned to the motor pool

corporal had ordered him to paint a jeep olive drab.

"Which pail, sir? asked Jim.

"Every part, " barked the. corporal.

Jim painted the body, the fenders, the wheels;,. the tires, the
seats, and, of course, the windshieldall olive drat.

ana a surly

1. A. Basic training in the army was often as short as
eight weeks during World War II. .

B. Learning "how to take it" in the army meang being
willing to see things through.

C. Military administration operates on the assumption
that the rank and file of soldiers are either indif-
ferent or non-job oriented.

D. Converting civilians to soldiers reouires conformity
to the rules of the army. .



Branch Rickey, general manager of the Brooklyn .Dcidgers

128 ,

(

baseball team, engineered a famous example. He put a Negro,

Jackie Robinson, on first base in 1947 for the first time in big league

history, and backed him to the limit. It took great tact on Robinson's

part to survive the first two or three months and avoid a fight with

'some olf, the prejudiced players. 13y August, hoWever, he was an ac-

cepted institution', batting, fielding, and runninghe bases with great

brilliance. Other Negroes were then signed by Cleveland and St.

Louis. Nevispapermen asked Rickey if he had fought for his first

baseman in order to trplve a sociological problem. "No, " said

Rickey, "I brought him up for one reason: to win the pennant!"

2.' A. The decrease of prepdice is more likely when the
ethnic groups meet on personal terms.

B. During World War II, white soldiers who had fought.'
side by side with Negroes in the same conipany voted
86 per cent in favor of continuing.

C. A race ,:onsists of people with a common biological
!.meritage invglving certain physicat.distinctions.

D. No chemist can tell from a blood sainfile to what
race its donor belongsz . _

/



=. A. Men are more active politically than women.

B. Political participation ranges frota actiie'cann-,

paigning for candidates,.to vpting.

Potential women voters_in the United States out-
number men by more,than four million,. AP'

Male-female .%/oting proportions are not baSed-on---.--
.yoter counts;:.buton-e-stimates-froin 'census and
voter'registration data.
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,People today seem to be going merrily about the business of

tUrning .Nfestern Europe into one big cuuntry. It is it-Oho fields of

..businesS and trade that perhaps the greatest .changes are noted.

...Tariff walls are being lowered, .slowlybut steadily.

. Another, obStacle to mutual understanding.that is beginning to
o crumble is the difference,in languages. The spread.of English as the

new common language of Eurcipe makes these differences less important.

(

Most young Euopeans are less nationalistic than their parents or

grandparents. A political union embracing all of Westel'n Europe is seen

by many Europeans as something that may come into being in the distant

future.

4.
=1.71Mv1/../fe

A. The study of cultural Change woUld typically involve
intensive examination of'Many 4aracteriSties over
a long.period of time.

B. Over 100 European firms'ia.v. joined forces to form
EuroSpace, an ass.ociation. tdpromote spa.ce research.

. C. Cultural change is said to gccur when people hange'.
thr ways Of feeling; thinking, or doing.

D. The gr?ater the contact aMong cultures, the more
alike the societies tend tO beeorne...

A

0
p
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(
Welfare and relief costs in the District of Columbia in 1964

Were 35 per:eent ,More than. in 1963.

The District's crime rate for the first six Months of 1964.
increaSed 34.7 .per cent Over the same period of 1963--a rate.of

increase more than double that for-the:nzition.,

114)e question now being raised ,by;Washington's example: ,Just.

how 'effective is the President'a War on poverty likely to be .in combat-

ting crime?

5. A. ,11. :is-more likely among the poor than among
the rieh.

During 1964 there were 30,660 cases of serious
crline in the District of Columbia.

. C. Crime is often called deviant behavior, i. e., be-
havior that deviates from what people are gnnerally

.

expected to do.
,

D. When a change in one characteristic is accompanied
by a change in a second characteristic, a relationship
is suggested.
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PyramidAlways at the bottom:
the broken homes, joblesd

A. The poor may be defined as families in the lowest
fifth of the income distribution.

B. The breakup of femilies is highest among the
poor.

C. In 1960, families in the lowest fifth of the income
distribution had incomes of under $2,900.

D. Stanaards of poverty vary from place to place;
and they differ from time to time in any one place.
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The mass gligration frorn the land Since.World War II has left

less than 8 per cent of the population of the United 'States on.farms.

One farmer described the decline this way, "Along came cars
and everybody wanted to live fancy, so they went to the bigger towns.

Then came better roads,- and finally the railroad let us down and took

off the passenger train and closed the depot. First we lost our high
school and next year they're closing the grade school. I'm afraid

. .

we'll lose our church. "

7.

011

A.. Population change as determined by the 1960 census
provides the basis for the 1-eapportionment of re-..
presentatives to.the United States Congress.

B. The greater the urbanization .and indut3trialization in
a society, the fewer, farms there are Per unit of land.

C. According to the 8ureau of the Census, urban com-
munities are those with more than 2,500 inhabitants:

D. From the meager Inforrnation asked of each ilerson,
the decen»ial eensus provides faets on which to base
an understanding of some major trends in the national-
life;

.1

1.79

_



"No one can beco-me a scientist who is not driven by a primary
urge for discovery, who is not the ardent suitor of a hidden" beatay.

Somewhat romantically, scientists can be likened to a company of

knights dispersed in search of sleeping princesses, all of whom are
more or less distantly. related. The spirit of the quest is essential to
the making of a scientist, and forms a bond between scientists."

A. There is an ascending order of difficulty in the
sciences and this appears to be linked to the ability
to describe a process in exact, quantitative terms.

B. The more people associate with one another under
°conditions of equality, the more they come to share
values and norms.

C. C. P. Snow has advanced the thesis tint there is a
deep rift between the scientist and the humanist.

D.. Values refer to those things (objects, ideas, or ex-
periences) to which we attribute worth.
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One view of social ranks or
classes in an American community

A. A social class 'consists of a stratum of people with
roughly similar ranking in a particular community or
society.

4r, '

B. The greater the specialization in a society, the
greater the number of classes or ranks recognized
within the society.

C. The values most highly prized in a society tend to be
taken as the central bases of the system of ranks within
the society.

D. A classic study of-social ranks in the United StateR was
conducted in Newburypori, Massachusetts;
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A generation ago, the,great leader of India's Untouchables,

B. It. Aznbedkar, asked Gandhi: "How can I call this land my own

homeland wherein we are treated worse than cats and dogs, wherein

we cannot get water to drink?" Yet, gradually, very gradually, Un-
touchables have begun to speak of India as their nation. And so it
must be for all the other "untouchables" of ASia, if the great Asian
peoples are to acquire a real sense of loyalty to nation and eventually
to the ideal or order.

10. A. In theory, Indian law has done away with the caste
system.

B. Untouchables are members of the lowest classes in
India whose touch is an Jmpurity to members of the
higher classes.

C. Asian nations present a vast, graduatesLcacial pro-
file, from the blonde-ethnic Russians of bleak
Sinkiang through the coal-black Tamils of Ifidia and
Ceylon.

D. The lower classes are able to improve their relative
position, even in a caste system.

41111111111.



This society of citizens experimenting and innovating in all

the arts of free government was'in its own day. "the -education of

Hellas" and hae remained ever since .the education of the West.

Wherever a comparable outburst of native genius has occurred,

in Renaissance Italy, in France's. "Great Century, " and, for the
- civic and industrialist arts, in Victorian klngland, there has been no

need' to ponder about excellence or seek out its sources. The cony
mun1ti-e were quitc simply pre euiiaent and mankind beat a path to
their door.

11.

==.1

40. 11.10

A. The success of a civilized society will be largely
., judged by the creative activities of its people in the

, arts, humanities and sciences.
B. The Peace Corps refers to talented and dedicated

young Americans who are .cooperatively waging
"wail against illiteracy, hunger and disease.in the
under-develOPed countries.

C. The major single sotirce of cultural change is bor-
rowing through cultural contact.

D. In Russia, a society of peasants has ctossed from
the wooden plow to the,atomic pile in little more than
one generation.



12. A. One way to determine if a law will be upheld in to
determine if most people uphold the purpose of the

/law.

B. In the United States, there tends to be proportionately
More crime in the cities than in rural areas.

C. In the nation last year an average of eight police of-
ficers out of 100 were assaulted while performing
their duty.

D. Justice is rendering o every man what is due hitn.

wiv
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The heart of the problem of relief costs versus birth control .1

lies in the fact that, for the most part, women whocan least afford
babies have more of them than women who can affprd them, students

of Population trends say. Moreover, iu Most nations now getting

United States aid, the birth rate is highest among the poorest.

A. A survey of number of children per family can
provide a series .of tables showing how birth rates
vary by families of different classes.

B. In January of 1965, New York City health officials
began offering family-planning services at clinics

/in slum areas.

r C. Poor families usually have more children thanImprIrowpa

wealthy families do.

D. Birth rate refers to the number of birtha per 1000
'of population.
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"Did yoU 'ever feach a,cat to sit up and beg? Four steps are

conspicuous in this act oflearning. The drive is.hunger. The .cue

is a pleCe of meat held well above the cat's head. The:first response

is an eager reaching, but the reward MuSt not be giveil until the.,
,

aniMal sits erect on its haunches paws hanging.down. Ltaught ,

Puffy in.twanty minutes flatthough I admit she is asinarter, cat than4
.

,mostand ghe now sits up politely for 'anything--shV -Wantsdinner, a
.

rink of water, to go out of doors, to have somebody play, with her.

1 4. A. .1A learned responk;e can be .drawn forth not Onlyby ,-
the. Cue associated.with it dUring learning bui also-
by'.a variety of similar ues..

B. Cues consist, of those .appects, if a situationthat
Suggest Specific behavior to the individual.,

The., Institute of 'Human Relations at Yale. University
performs learning.experiments. with animals.'

0. Xperimentation with simple, easily obserVable:
c. anges in animal behavior permits.striCt controlof,.
.pe inent tactors. /

(IS



arly StarterA child who shows an ability t draw
should be encouraged to draw the things he sdes.

15. A. CraftsmanShip is the essential.tool.of ecPression:

B.
. I:

.Ond standard.Of artistic sensitivity-1S sn aWarensits
of tho.hidden.structure in-things seen, leard, or. felt.

C. Only 2 per cent of the ,American populat'on id an
..itudience for'seriouS Music.

D. Children who 'develsp .s.killg niore guickly than their;
peers, are likely to rep-10P suPerior atisUbsequent
odes'. H
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:Since the invention of the steb.m enginemost factory m.anagers

had regarded Workers as "hands','..- -a part, 'and on the: whole'an.unreli-

able part, of .the cost of produetion::. "Labor': was a cbnimodity, to be
bought and sold like pig iron. SorneOrnes,.:.by.way.of contrathe, a

paternalistic manalier treaied his workers like.little children, to be
given candy and petted: . -. 4 b

'',..
. . .

'' . 1" c
The Hawthorne experimenth broke 'damn Vleseillusiorli afid proved

. . ..
that the way to rni..k workezs Work hard and willingly lay.in tvio basic

and allie#Principles:. ,.FirSt,' make-the ;worker realize .that his, Work .i..
-1 ..... , .

iriiportant; and that' he is important. Second, -accept the fact that 'a.
. .. V : 1/

,
. t .

.. .

ctory is part of society:. .Under the factory..-toof society must lupction
. . .

. i its accustomed Ways. Bands and..tearns end groups will form. T ey

muit be allowed for,- respect-ed, and if possible utilized.

16.

mow

A.

B.

C.

D.

Ttie first Hawthorne 'experiment was conaueted in
on small- room of a large factory in the town oft.
HawthOrne, near Chicago.

The purpose of "the Hawthorne experiments wis to
\determine the effect on production of various changes
in hours, wages, rest periods, and so on.

.

By experimenfis 'meant any investigation that.includes
manipulation Or control of some factor bY the investiga-
tor and systematic observation of-the resUlt.
The more congenial the organization of informal groups
on the job, the higher the .job satisfaction:

11
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'

-
the Japanese people who ame to America to:setfle on tlie'West

Coa'st had centuries of Civilizatio back of them. However, their

civilizition Was not Western civili ,ation, not Christianity, not Anglo-

Saxon culture, and above all, .not.t4.Eng1ish,langu ge. By 1940, how-
%ever, they were the road to enaking the adjt stment; to becoming

",acculturated, " as the anthropologist say. 'Their children were at

home in both worlds.
.

When Pearl Fiarbor was attacked .by Japan in December of 1941,

life for Japanese-Americans instantly became more difficult. Within
.

three months after'Pearl Harbor', Manila arid Singiipore both fell to

Japan and when a Japanese submarine sheppd Santa Barbara, California,
. .

in late February of 1942, American authorities felt that the limit was
reath6d, , On March 18, 19421, President Roosevelt czetb the War

Relocatiok Authority lo'handle the mitas evacuation of West oast

Japanese-Americans/special inland camps. \
-

,

17.

WaNal....

A. During World War II relocation centers for Japanese-
,Americans were guan&led by the Army and administered

/by the United States Indian Service.

13( Becoming acculturated means learning and valuing the
/ accepted ways of behaving of another culture. %

)

C. People earl learn the expected ways of behaving in a
society without beirig accepted by a society. :

D. The relocation centers for Japanese 2-At eri6ans ap-,4
proximated laboratory situations wher enforced

'conditions prevailed and measured observations were
carried out. ,

V19 (-



TelevisiOn will not seriously affeet the brain,.; or Jhe interests

or the reading of pcopl. e with a shred of Lpte, disminatipn or
intellectual curios4y. In the .long run, education ou..weighs eseapiSm.

There is no substitute for that.marvelous, unique ex ,Oriende--

reading. One reads alone; and in so 'doing one calls Uponthe inner
resources of the self. No other medium offers the very special de-

I .lightg; and rewards' of print.

'11

_,.19. A. Atlitudes-toWard*the Mas:ilnedia seem to go beyond'
the ,content'of the Media, the attitudes grow partiy
out of the esteem in which the media are held:

\ '.. t,-%-iii:-4A-,. _ ..:
13. A television program is' often. watched by 20 tai* ..-

I 1
^, million Americans. .... a : 7

............ C. The gross numbers ot p ople who-watch a tele-vision
program are-a poor measure'of.the qtiality. of the .t) .

MI.01. D.

p rogram.

Reading refers to the in
and printed words.

eraction between a/

A rr:41

'
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LI should have been aChaplain,11 the 'dying man s340 in a faint
voice Without opening his eyes. '!I could have, you knot. Vam an'

Ordained minister. I.ne er should have fooled around with the. In-
...

fantry: My wife told rn n

.
. .? . pray with me?" theLieutenant said, his eyes.,

%.
.

.., , still closed.-:' "Our Fa ier Who art in Heaven, Hallowled by..Thy,., .,. -........s.
NaMe.'" . .

----, '1--can't, Sir' Dale interrupted politely. "We got,to ;get going.
i, -

,the Captain'svaitinion us.. "
- .

/li H 'All right', ".tpe-.Lieuteriant said, still without openinghIS eyes.
"I'll do it rrqself. /You boys go onahead. Thy. Kingdom,tome, Thy

1

Will be done, on earth as it is in Heaven". Give us this day'our daily.....
\ 1

,
\

Discipline in-the army consists 'of a tiring physical
ordeal and 'eontinued repetiticin of acts.

r , ,

ccourSe to prayer under cornb,-U conditions is, ;.
coni0on among American .soldiers, especiaily'when
the oing is tougliest:

,,

Ac ording_1:0.a- survey rnade in 1955, the officerin
th 1

armed 'services ranks juSt below the public schOol
icher and above the farm owner.

\
..
.,

C nsiderable opportunity for the observation,Of human
ehavior under stress is. provided by the condition's
f combat.
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Number of United States divorces
per 1000 existing marriages, 1860-19,56

Year .Number

1860 1.2
1880 2,2
1900 4. Q

1920
1940 8. 7
1956 9.3

,..17,0,,, , t,..,
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Divorce refers to th terinination o \ a marriage by
legal means. \

The long-run trend in vorce rates is upward.

In 1964, close to 400,000 cuples were divorced
in the ,-.United States,

-

D. , Divorce statistics in the Unite States'are often
inaccurate because not all of the 0 states cooperate
in securing and reiiorting this infor ation.

r

1 517.,
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\ .

.Wn 6n i. coraes to se'rving, the women of the, church know how

to pass."the cup of cold water" as well as the meat and potatoes. .

A Christian E.ducation Cornmnittee met to -discuss the results

of a cluestionnaire. Selected members-of the 'congregation had been.
asked to indicate their understanding or what the church is, and whzit
areas of study are needed. As.a 'result of that meeting-two women

wrote a study Course oa "Prayer. " Fifty. women .came to tlie,elasses-
and, brought their husbandS. A small group of woThen stUdied theology

Exeited by the curreit world-wide discussions of re!,igionsev.eral
\

women began an interfaith Study group, withOut benefit of clergy.

22. Religious activity' includes'eoncern for, and 'effort
in, all corn6rs orhuman existeme, 7 °

B.. Innovation lin religious activity 'can often be stiniu-.
lated by Offing .100sc.' from the shao.kles of the 'way
'things .havd alwaYs been done.

C. Just the stuffing 'of envelopes by volunteer women
saved one church five hundred dollars a year in
secretarial help.

D.. In the United.States, .partieipatibn in organized
religious activity-is .higher among women than amortg
men.

1 t-3
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The rolo of law enforcement Lithe 1..Airretd. t4t.rik(. has been a
source of. controversy. Ancr rafiCva.Y hiid. "fa's 1/1211."(d, Iwu
coa).-screen!ng plants Wctre blasted, thid a nonunion ........pernuirls home'

was' r.iddied by gunshot,
-

1esident:3 or several counties dtr-Nnanded that Um No i. rat d

be sent in to kucp order. 'Pk. Governor refused,. soying, "t 'can't
-send trdops against. Men whoseonly sin is' wantingza living. "

148

The .161,e of the County Shcriff.(himself .4 coal op(:rator). is also

controversial: Though .he denies that his depi il ie: a re used aS guards
or. strikobr'eakers, to admits toohaving soven't uytwo depties, only

. . .

four of whom arc paid by. the comity.

23. A. lommunity conflict.,7he dangerous olcinf,nhi
out those who would -keep. the conflict within bounds..

B. 'Today 160,000 mitierk.pL:och.10..as much coal as
700,0,00 did twenty-fivie yearS ago.

C. A strike refers 1.0.u/unns tio' atempt to halt production
by withholding the supply f labor.

D. An account of t.hci situation Tferred to above Would
, be co,(1siderCd objective if, acid only if,'.another
competeini observoi coutd .foliow cadrsteporthe.,
invel:fn igation as. I hough. he had beeil. thef.T,

.

e; ..

A



Total Public-School Enrollment .

Whites-- pgrO.C.9

Alabama 527, 000 280, 000
.,

Arkansas 320, 000 .109, 000
Florida 917, 000 219, 000
Georgia 669, 000 32C, 000
Louisiana 452, 000 297, 000,
Mississippi ,,-...,. 297, 000 288, 000
North Carolina 802,000 340, 000
South Carolina 361, 000 '450, 000
Tennessee 671, 000 101, 000
Texas 1, 952, 000 310, 000 .

Virginia 679 000 221 -000

24.

Total 7, 647, 000- 2, 803, 000

149
9.01.-rt'mrs .;

-

Negroes in Public
School,- with White,-

0
2 50

1, 1 68
44

1 07
0

901

1, 817
6, 70

12, 2 7

- Basic Data: Southern Education Reporting Service., 1982

A. In 1962, four tenths of one per cent of the South's
Negro public school pupils were in classes with
whites..

B. By discrimination is meant unfavorable treatinent of
.a minority group.

C. If a_ minority group is defin ed as a group which is the
object cf discrimination from the dominant groups,

'then a good third Of ii ihuittld States population con-
sists f)f minority groups.

D. Social changes imposed on a society from outside are
especially likely to be resisted,.

r:5
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"There were thousands of Kantoreks, all of whom were Convinced

that there v as only one way of doing well, arid that was theirs ... The
idea of authority, which they 'represented, waS associated in our minds

with a greater insight and a manl,ker wisdom.. But the first death we

saw shattered this belief

While they continued to write and talk, we saw the wounded and

dying. While- they taught that duty to one's country is the greatest,

thing, we already knew that death-throes are strcnger. We dis-

tinguished the false from the true, .we had suddenly learned to see. And

we saw 'that there was nothing of their wOrldleft: "

.G.

p.

25. A. The classical conception of the Fatherland held by
many Germans became during World War I. a re-
nunciation of personality.

B. During World War II many infantrymen developed
disabling neurOsis somewhere between 200 and 400
aggregate days of combat..

C. Brief intervals of relief from frontline duty rnay be
employed to,posipone personal breakdown in combat.

D. The more that men are exposed to actual combat in
battle, the less is their conviction that ideals being
fought for are worth the cost.
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For migrants, farming is a cradle-to-the-grave ccupation, All

ages work in the fields, then Move, on to the next harve- t. Their
average earnings are so far below the least of family ne ds that learning
to pick is a much more urgent part of a child's education than reading

or writing.

A recent qurvey by thé United States Public Health ervice
showed nothing changed since the misery of. the. dispo.ssesSed "Okies"

and ''A. rkiee shocked the .nation . three decades aio--migra\ ts still
living in chicken coops, drinking ditch Water, and cooking nbattered
oil drums.

26. A. Occupational choice is much more restricted among.
the poor than among the wealthy..

a,
B. There are approximately two million migrant farm

workers in the United States.-
\C. The migrant farm workers are reapers Without rootsf

in the soil they tend.
D. Immediate need is an importantlimitindfactoi in

vocational choice.

157
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'Perhaps the most important contributions of Christiataity to the
, cause ,of the free society today ar'e teachings so comi.nonplacd, and so

notoriously violated, ,that sophisticates may overlook them. Simplest
of all is the gospel of charity or love..' It is aSsociated with other

simple ideas that have helped to maim a wOrld of difference in -Western

history, notably the idea of the'sacredness -of the personL-a basis. fur

Our Western claims to rights not- commonly en:i.ved in other societies.

-Yet it is by no means clearly desirable that there.be one religion
for our One-World. Those in particular ,who cherish the ideals of a

free society should welcome religious diversity, and might well fear
any trend,to uniformity in.belief as much as the trendS to 'standardiza-

tion in culture and totalitarianisM in political life:

27.
111, VMMOMIOra.00

o

A. In. their Work., behaVioral scientists 'reject all claims
. to- the absolute truth, or die necessity of such belief.

B. The problein of differing religious groups existing
side by. side is aetually a very old one...

C. . The social gospel refers to the.Christian con
with social end political problems.

D. Religious values influence, and are influenced by,
the basic Inlues of the society.
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Our cla .s system is starting to bear a resemblance to that
which prevails in the military. services. In the services there are, .

of course, status differences between a private and a corporal and
between a lieutenant and a captain. The great divisiOn, however, is

between officers and enlisted men, with Only quite lim'tted opportunities

for acquiring, while in service, the training necessary to pass "from
one division to the other.

In the case of our class system in the United States, the training
required for higher-Class status is a college education.

28.. In 1958, the students at Prineeton University were
predominantly public-school graudates.

The higher young people gci in the educational Systen,
the better their chances for higher-class positions,
Two of the best predictors of social status in the
United States are education and occupation.,

. The diploma elite consists of those who have gone to
college, 'and who are now successful in the professions
or business.

B.
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The Negro, among others, tdiseoyeryd" California after
World War II. Negroes. flocked to the .Bay Area and Los Angeles by

\the hundreds of thousands and, althoughthey have enjoyed nhing
like equality employment, an improvement over.their- for
lot is obviOusly one of the attradtionsz

The Negroes also came seeking ,what the new intellectualS

almost all of the previouS "waves" had: sought.72uperior educati
)1for their children. California'S school system has probably been o e

of,the state's greatest "secret attractions since the eighteen-nineties.,

.

29., . A. California has surpasSed New York as the rabst
populous statein the Union.

The new intellectual refers to the highly trainedB.
.person, the possessor of an advanced degree.

411111. C. On logical grounds alone, migrants maY be viewed
as more adventuresome and more changeable than
the averagPI,

D. Castes and classes that achieve some upward
mobility tend to want More.

o

160
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-
The percentage \of tackth begun 'with whole or. pa t
otrategies that arc floly_ed_in_r eleition_Ao_the num er of
characteristics coinprining the concept

People do \not folloyi ideal rules or istrategieg in
.- handling axarspies of a-cOncept.

.'
. .

B. In conceptrattainntent e=periraen c, subjectS
. either whole or pcirt strategies.; ,.

,

C. A 'eoneept Consirsts of an equiwaazice class, a group
of things anonnti.ng to the same: thing. .

..XL Whole etrategistd were able to. otttb.t alraoc 'CIO of
the Concepts having.three charaeteriatica.

Mg* booms

o

4 .
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Mrs. Adams to Mrs._-Beck: "Where is Mrs. King today? Is '

she ill?
Mrs. (who does not like Mrs. King) to Mr :Clark' (who does): ,

I

"I hear iVirs. .Kir r is ill. Not serhusly, I hope?"

Mrs. Clark Mrs. Ellis: "It may he that Mi-s. ing is seriously.

ill. I must go right over and see her. " -1
Mrs. Ellis to Mrs. French: "Mrs; King is seki usly ill. Friends

and relatives have been called to her bedside. "
IMrh. French to Mrs. Gregg: "Wh thelates news about Mrs.

King? Is s e dead?"
I.Mrs. Gregg to 1Mrs. King. ,11.jusi) learned of 3our death. Now

who started that?"
Mrs. King: "There are many whvould be g ad if it were true!"

. 31. A. A rumor is an Unauthenticated s ory that is widely.
circulated. ..

8. Rumors tend to be passed alon by' peOple who fixid
the rumors acceptaille.

C, -Rumbr was a problem of gray national concern-in the
United States during the tense war years of 1642 and
1943.

.

A. The interaction of intellectua and emotional processei
may be observed in the chan es which a rumor t.nder-
goes in the, course of trans isgion.

0,

4 :



les.m, real hulottn nature you .1.jave to go among .ili6 peciple,
.

see them and be secn. l-know every man, woman, and child in thy
,

Fifteenth Distriet; except them that's been bci,rn this suMiner-and

know some of them too. know -what they like kind what they dontt like,

what they are strong at,and what they are weak- in, and I mach them by

approachin' at.the right side.'

For instance,. here's how gather in-the_young men, 1 hear of
. .

a. Young feller that's proud of.his voice, /thinks that he can sing, fine.

I ask him to come around to Washington/ Hall and join our Glee Club.

He comes and sings, and he's a fo1l,owe/4 pf Plunkitt for lffe. 'Another

young feller gains a reputation as a baseb6.11 player. I brng him to our
ba eball club. Tb..* fixes him.

. I don''t tr.ouble theri with political argurnents:-1 just gtudy
t, L 11humannature and act accordin ol,o

32. A. A One-Way glasS can shield an obse ver frOm a
group; a thicrophonec an catch all'A ,e talk, in a,group, .

'and a tape recorder Can-preserve it.. .

.

13, In ordinary situatiyis, infdrinal personal appeal, is .

con.sithently more effeetiN/e than radio,', teleyision, or
newspapek.S. .,

C: Local opinion leaders zilme those who have face-to-face
contaets with the ,public Canciwhose influence iS personal.'

D. The National, Ti-ainin 5...Labdratory, cOnc.erned..with:...
thc.study of group badhavier,. opeiates each.summer.
at Beth0,,Mair/c.

I 63
\
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",Bcpb. Jones is one of the ounger of nine children. His father\

is janitor for the largest office building in town. The Joneses live
in,Boxtown, a section of town on the. 'wrong side of the railroad tracks. '

.... When Bob ent, red s`ehool, the teachers madc such comments
,

as, Well, 'here is another Jo les. Will they never stop coming?' The.
teachers expected little from B6b, an they didn't get much but trouble..
Now in the fifth grade, Bob is twelve years old, having repeated two

grades. He is,big for twelve and strong and he can, or at least everyone
thinks he can, lick,any boy in the school. To his classmates he is all
that is tough, fearless, and'independent. rfo himself he is just doint what
be has learned from hip older brothers--he knows how to,look after him-
self."

A. Estimatcs of the view of the world held by groups of
people are often. based on sarnple surveys of their
opinions, attittldes, or beliefsl

B. Boston's upper class was carefully analyzed John
Marquand in his novel titled "The Late George
Apley.

C. S\ocial mobility consists of tpward and downward
movement by individuals across socia14.c1ass lines.

D. is a person learns to identify himself with a class
position, his view of the v(,orld becomewfurther
limited by his class boundaries.

-

a
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seeks as its model. those sciences, especia y
physics, that ,are creating the new vprl At the very least op ical

'art is doggedly sci-ntifie in intention a. well as in meaning. is

certainly as irnper onalas art can get.,_. Op44cal artists avoid the quick,
at Isthe personal outh in painting. The sUrfaces,

usually look at rnooth and machine-made as the.

m.

Optical ar

. 1

free brushstroke t
of the new paintin

artist can make th
,

4

L

34. .1.11 .W6.4

elms

. Optical art is 'n objective exercise ..trongly
suggestive of t le laboratory.
Societies with orn.plicated ion and Aivinion
of laborhaVe c rnplicated artistic roducts.

C. Optical art e-m'e ged-as competit r to popUlar art
in lp64.

D.
..,

. .

,Like the scientist, the optical.art'st attenipts to
ContrOl his.respon es to the prob eins imposed by
his experiment.. .

.

)3.

,

I I

4.1":"

A
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The important difference between the terms tIcasteIt and

"class" as we'are using theni is a.relatiVely large difference in freedOm

of moveMent between groups. This difference is .fOremoSt in marriage
6

relations. Intermarriage-between Negroes and whites is forbidderr.by law

many states of the Union and even where it is not legally forbidden it

is so, universally condemned- by- Whites -that 'it .oecurs .extreth 61y. infrequently.

'The ban on intermarriage is one expression of the st5,11.broader pricip1c, .

vihich is valid fpr. the entire United.States withCut any exception,- that a

man.born a Negro or a white is not allowed to pass from.the one status to
the other a..s he can pass from one ciass to another-7.'7---

3 . A. In the United States, less than 1 per cent of marriages
are' interracial.

13. The American definition of "Negro" has its significance
in making Cie caste line absolutely rigid.

C. In the United States, marriage gent-rally takes place
betwcim people whose race is similar.

A cast Z. refers to.a status which is closed..and rigid.

-(;.A
-14
/i.;

'1
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_gvery 'day in many ways, goVernment

that affect our freedom, -our secnrity, and our

bureaucrais make decisions

welfare. The Board of

Governors of the Federal Reserve Board issues a ruling that affects
. .

the size of the down payment we must- make ,On a new home. The Rural
/

Electrification Administration decides to bring electricity to farmers in

one part of the country, but nct in another. The Defense Department.deeides

to close veterans! hospitals in some communities, .bUt not in others. The
. .

Justice Department prosecutes public-school segregation in a partieular

state. The National Science Foundation supports course inprovement in

the natural sciences but not in the humanities.

3 . .Governmenternployees are unlikely to take extreme
political positions. .

B. More than, half of the 2 112 million civilia, n employees -
of the federal government work 'for the Finny, Navy,
or some other war:agenci.

C. .The government bureaucrat,is a postman, teacher,
POliceman, forest ranger, :peace corpSman, and
.nuclear physicist.
The number of people one man can supervise effectively

,

depends on the personality of the supervisor, the
.nature of the work and many other factors.

37
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The valueS whici ,. played the greatest part in. determining the

order of preference among nonskilled jobs were regularity of. employment

. .anz1 the ielative absence of physical and emotional strain., These values

stein primarily from the.nature of work ip ah automobile factory rather
_

than from the tradition of opportunity.

,With their experience of regular seasonal layoffs and, otherwise

erratic employment, automobile workers have translated the tradctional

emphasis upon prnmotion' to better:paying jobs into a cOlcern with steady

work'. They have cdrne to look at wages not only in terms of hourly rates,

but also with an eye to how much one can earn over an extended period of

time. In the long run, they feel, a steady job will provide a better income

than an irregthar job that pays higher hourly rates, "I've got the' best job

in the shop, " boas;ted a yard-maintenance man. "I work fifty-two weeks

a year, I do: 't get paid as much but at the end of the year Pm better 'off

than the guys on production. "
o

37. A. \The America» pream refers' to the tradition of un-.
\limited opportunity and success..

B. The social scientist can assume the role of hirk
subjects in .order to become sensitized to the conte-xf
of hiS investigation.

C. In the United States, piece-rate systems are least
effective for the lowest level of workers.

D. Layoffs for automobile assembly workers during
1946 and 1947 were due.primarily.to the postwar
steel shortage.

tratooteattolowtommt

s 7.17j
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, Because of the, similar impact of major historical events upon .

an age grouP facing-siMilar,proble'Ms (war, depression,. antomation, and

the 'like), generations may differ in their political attitudes.and behavior.
Classifie&in.this way, the- population may iricludePSeveral 'distinctive

political generations.

0.

38;

0

A. __Young people tend to hold political preferences
different from those held by older members of.their

' own class or- ethnic group.

The "unwanted generatiOn" refers to those who came
to maturity in.the depression of tlie thirties, and
who sought jobs 'in.a .bankrupt. job Market: .

C. Ih 1954, more than twice aS.many Arnerican.adults,
15 per cent, as eighteen to twenty year olds, 7 per
.cent, favored isolationism..

D. Political behavior may be studied by analyzing the
relationships suggested.by a general model for
learning:
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Let tis emphasize that all mate-selection systems 'press
.,toward homegamous marriages as-a result of the bargaining process.

That is, in general, "like marries like"'.-with reference to a wide
variety.of traits. 'If the girl Comes frOrn a wealthy family, her family
asbociates with other wealthy families, and by her wealth She Can corn-

.

mand a 'good "priCe" in tile marriage market. That is, _other wealthy

families will find her an aceeptable bride for their sons: Similarly, if
her family is high in prestige or poWer, otherfamilieS .at that leVel will
consider her acceptable; arid her family need -not ally itself with lower-

ranking families in order to find an acceptable,groom.

11.11.0 A. Intermarriage is the best index that one family
considersIthe other approximately equal socially
or economically.

B. In a study of high-school dating conducted in 1962;
61 per cent of all "dates" belonged in the same
social class and 35 per cent in an adjacent class.
Dating is a part of the socialization experience.
whicifhas as an important function the selection of
a mate.

D. People tend to marry people who are in various
social ways like themselveS.
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It is possible 'to .reconstruCt.a good deal about ,the process that

took place when the Anasazi (ancestors of the present day Pueblo Indians).

borrowed pottery techniques from the Mogoilon (one of the principal

prehistoric cultures of thy American Southwest).

The Anasazi apparentlY observed pottery making in the process

but-were not technically instructed. possibfy because of alanguage barrier.

It may also have been..that *the men saw Nlogollon women making pots and

reported back to their wives and.sisters. Tne reason we know there
couldn't have been.instruction is because the Anasitzi pottery, instead of
being red- -as the Mogollon pottery was, tUrned out Eray 'showing that 4,

Was fired in a r lucing atmosphere without oxygen.

By A. D. 800-000 the contact between the two peoples apparently

was a little cl,ser and some actual instruction.. took place, at least the
Anasazi become more technical in their imitation of the Mogollon tech-

niques. That is, they learned how to fire red Pottery.

40. The, more the contact beween two cultures, involving
Some representative graups, the faster the learning
of the external culture.

B. Pottery is a:good topic for examination of change,
because pottcry.fraipnentS. are vir;uallY indestiuctible.

C. The iniOal contact btwPen.the Aninsazi and the
Mogollon.occurred at abOut A. n. 500-600:

D. A priMitive people'S distinctive ways of making pots,-,
hous es, and stone tools are called its technology.
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.1020 1930 1040 1950 1060

Rate of Increase in Taiwan's population (colored area) has grown
because the birthrate (solid colored line) has remained high while
the death rate (broken line) has fallen.

18. .11.1=0 *I* A. Birthrate refers to the number of births per 1,00
of population per year.

B. Birth cOntrols are leis likely to 'be accepted than
ONO

are Measures for prolonging the life span..

C. The effectiveness of a fa:nily planning program may
0.11111.11.,0111...

be studied by a before-1,nd-'a2ter of a random.survey
Simple ,of woxnen -of ehildb;7.aring age: -

D. Any cliange in birthrate depends on, individual decisions
by large numbers. of husbands ,and'wives.

111111M 11.4.11110.
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The Social'SCience Curriculum Study Center

.Project. Description

-

ta.



THE SOCIAt SCIENCE CURRICULUM STUDY CENTER
UNIVERSITY JIGH SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS

URBANA, ILLINOIS

TITLE,OF PROJECT: Sequential Social-Studies COurses for
the Secondary School

Objectives:

.16:7

The Sotial Science Curriculum'Study Center at Univer-

sity High School, University of Illinois, Urbana, has as its "

objective the development of the first three courses in a

sequential junior-senior high 'school 'social studies program,

grdes eight, nine), and ten, These three courses for the

secondary school social studies are designed to provide_learninv

experiences that help students develop understanding of:

(1) the structure of man's social order-and-how this.social

ordhr relates to the individual in his own and in other selected

cultures in time and place; (2).thc historical development of

selected cultures.with emphasis on the process of developi*nt,

and factors that impede and promote development; (3) the dynamic

nature of,.ocial, economic, and political institutione; (4) man

and social change; (5) cultural diversity

Procedure:

The developmtriNf the three basic social Studies courms

emphasize6 the selectipn, in consultat!on,with academic
_ _

:

174



specialists, of.major'concepts 'and generalizations basic 'to
1-

--unae-filing man's relation ishps to his sociil, economic, and

political institutions at various poihts in time and in selected

western and non-western cultures including our own. In demelop-

1

ing the new instructional materials, priority is given to
,

/ ,0
1

A

,
.

chieving maximum involvement of the learner so he.arriveg at
qp.

f

1

r

1
1 i

1 , J
studted in the new materials.

Instructional materialsiappropriate to teaching the con-
,

1

cePts generalizations, skills'lin social anlvsis en ttitudes... ,
d

i --/' / I

are selected using.the best oflexisting materlals and developing

understanding of the concepts:an, eney:alizatiOns INDUCTIVELy
/

'an develops Skill in social analysis. The-new course matcrils

introduce the studentto the. methodology of social scientists

andlhistorians as they conduct their.investigation o,f cultures

new materials to achieve the objectives of th6 new social studies

program. Evaluation materials' and techniques appropriate to

-

measuring the degree to which content, materials, and procedure

fulfill the objectives of the prnposed social studies program ,

vPL-,

are developed concurrently with the pew instructional. materials

and the 'result thereof is used as a!basis for.making successive

revisions of the course Materials.

. ,

The prodedUre followe

41'

three courSeS involves five stages: .

,

d in the development of each q,f. the

175 .



1. \Identification of concepts, generalizations,
;skills of social analysi-s, and ettitudes in'
k:ooperation with academic specialists in art,
cultural anthropology, economics, geography,
history, political science, regional.area
'studies, sociology, psychology, and teachar

. 'education.

2. 'Preparation of the new course matrials and.
I

,evaluation' instruments .which are:tabght.firSt.
in the laboratory 'classes al: the University of
',Illinois High School.

3. 'Revision of.thd'-new cOurse and evaluation mater-
ials ahdprepa,rationvof a toacher' nanual With .

tryout in',a whall number.. of selecedI pilot schools'
,whose teachers.have benefit'Of,consu tant
,by the project staff including ori61-atiOn. to

-

the new materials in summer inatit
111

es,.

. I

4. Second revision of the.new Course p teriais and
evaluation instruments with tryolit) .n 4 larger
number.a.cOoperating public.school. with con-.
tinued teaching in-laboratory claSi- s 'at the
Universityof 11inois High Schoo1l1

.

5. Further analysis of selected data_fromtrial in

University of Illinois.High,School4 Pilot,and
cooperating schools and publicatiotrof the 'new.
coiirse inaterials.

, Evaluation:.

Evaluation materials are viewed as n integral part of'
_ .

the new course materials. 'Evaluation.spec alists, in consulta-
,

tion with staff members, have i.dentified m,jor understandings,

situational perspectives, and attitudes pos.ited as courae
r

objectives. A pretest, reflecting these/central course ob-

,jectives has been constructe0 and administere.

176
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forthQsf-the pretRsf has been developed and adMinistered as a

,.. I
.. I a..

post-test following'courie.instruction. Data'derivedfrom. le
L

/

pre and nost-test administrations, particularly item analysis ,
..

data, provi!des partial eVidence relevant to growth in the

achievement of course objectives.

Additional evaluation efforts are being directed to

the development of unit tests by .staff members and 6eoperati,

teachers. The .function of the unit tests to provide rel-

atively immediate feedback conIcerning unit objectives. Additionll

course dimensions will be assessed by the administration and_

subsequent analysis of a Test of Cognitive Preference in the

'Social Sciences and a Test onUnder tanding Social Science. 'Me
-

Test of Cognitive Preferenceqn the Social Sciences has been
P

developed axd administered and a Test on Un.derstanding Social)"
N.

-science is in the deVelopmental.stagew

New Courses aild°Work-UrAerwav.

8

ProposedsCourse,Seguce

Foundation
Course I Course.I .Course

'14 n His Institutions Emerging 'CLvilization 'Non-Wesfern
and.Western Cultures
Civilization - & Latin America

e FiTmily, the Economy,
e Political Systep)



Course I:

.UnA
,...

atcs

I
His ory.,

The-yarly

12

Economics
Governthent

or, Sociology
or Cultural
Anthropology
or Geography

; 171

i`n ..;'ociety. is the first of three units- in

Course I followed lpy units on Man.'s Economic InstitutionS and '

Man ' s PolitiCal In .titutions. ..Beginning with a stUdy Of Man's

social institutior, the family, the student exand.nes the

American family t day using the methods of the soci.a. scientist:

flwherever appropri te... Examining the New England colonial family

representative oft an-earlier period in...tiime,, he learns Lo-
t

identify evidenc Reasonsof change. for change and consequencesd
t.---- _
, 0 .---.

for the family and for the larger society are analyZed arid

checked -:ith_SelLcted- data. Next follows materials ori anOther

type of family organization, namely, the extended family. here

. the student is ntroduced to the family system in a village in

North India. - 'Using selected prim'ary sour,-:es, including anthro--
_. .

--. ,

pological reports, slides, a film, tape recorded intei7viewL,: With T.

residents of the village, students ident-ify similarities and
-

differences, the-reasons for these similarities and differences,

178
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/and the consequenc

the Indian family

172

developed

on, and

es Of this kind of f mily ol:ganization for

nd society. .Basiic .oncepts introduced and

in the f mily unit include slocializat on, role, func-
,

11

,The same,ge eral pattern is f4llowd in t e units of

Man's Economic-and _
our own society in the present, then in an earlier seriod of/
time, and finally models of other silected societie are intro-

../
! 1 /.:

1

duced. Economic c ncepts introduced and developed the unit

ions starting first with

. I
.....

,

on Mani's Economic ,InstitutiOlIS inclIde human wairts, conoinic-, .

,(
.,

. .
resources, s6arcity,_ allocation of jroductive resour es, riv:Ithods

/
of organizing economic activity. ncepts developed n the-

political unit include political .resources, political power, and,

,authority. .Materials that piovide for the developmeni of th.,..2se
\

,

and. other essential con. ept.s'basi .to understanding m nrs socialv

order,' equip the indivi ual student with the analytic tools to

critically_ 'examine the structure: of his own 'and other elected

societies in time a:id place.

Course ,

k

. Building on the concepts and generalizations ii troduced

in the three units' bf Course 'I., the emphasis in Course II fs on
A .

those historical develcroments that afected all mankind. $elected

0
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simple cultures, 'as well s advanced regional -cultUres _in. Eurasia

and the New World are studied. In all instances the'emphasis is

on the PROCESS OP DEVELOpmEhereby man, coPing with his

natural environment, develops established ways of solving the

persistent problems of socialization, scarcity of productive re-

sources r,el&tive-to human wants, and assignment of political.

power.

The first unit of Course II deals with Man and His Pin's-

4ical Environment. .Concepts .and generalizations drawn from
"p

geography, in the main, are used as analytic tools to understand'

man interacting with his physical environment.

The second unit introduces material on the natare of

culture and the emergence of civilization using as models

Mesopotamia and Peru:

The third unit representing one-half of the Course II

material introduces...the stUdent -to:.Western European Civilization,

the advanCed culture -that emerged in the western portion of the

Eurasia landthass.: The emphasis i,agan, is on the concepts and
,

. 43

generaliZ.ations intrOduced and developed in Course I and in the

first and second.unIts of Course II. These concepts and gen-
.-

eralizations become increasingly operative as tools.of social
9

analysis when the student uses them in new situation3 to extend

hi undr.rstanding of the structure of European civilization in
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each of six periods in Europe's development--the; Middle

Ages,. the Late Middle

Revolution, ,Europe in

Ages, the Age of Absolutismf the Age of.

the Nineteenth Century, and Europe Today::

Course III:
R,The third course as -presently projected develop.s 'selected

regional areas, including the Soviet. Union, China, India, the

MiddleEast, Sub-Saharan Africa, and Latin America., The approach0

is to examine, first, the. natural environr(tent within which man

over time has interacted and developed a way Of life'represented

by existing eaonomic, political, and social institutio».s. . The

'concepts of socialization, scarcity, and pewer introduced. in

Course I and used as .analytic 'tools in Course I are used again

for analysis in Course III when students exainine the structure

of each of the regional cultures, compare and contrast. existing

:institutional arrangements and value systems with each of the

other regional cultures and with our own, examine the foactors

that promote and impede change, and the consequences thereof

for than -in each of the regional areas and for all .of mankind. .

Varied instructional aids including student and teacher

manualse seleccdre.adings, 'slides, filmstrips, rr,.cordings,

charts, transparencies, pictures are. being .selected, developed

at the Social:Sciences Curriculum C.r..r;tcr, for

all the: new course materials. ,
and 'organized

181
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Staff:

Elizabeth Bergor, Research Assistant with responsibility

for assisting in the preparation and teaching of the, new mater-

ials in Courses II ,and. III.

. Ellen Johnson, Pesearch.Assistant resporisible'fo''r assist-
.

. . .
.

.

. ,

. . , ., ,
.ing in .the preparation and- teaching selected portions of the

new materials in Courses I, II, and III..
0

'Evans Malik, Research AssisCant-responsible for develoPing

and teaching the new materials drawn from geography in Courses 11
b -

andI and' teaching Cynrse I.

Roland Payette, Research Associate, responsible for de--

.veloping evaluation materials and, techniques in cooperation with

Staff members for the new inStrUctional materials, and analyzing-, i
the reSults of the tryout of materials in University High School

and cooperating schools.

Rozella Smith, Research Associate, in charge of the

selection, development, and organization of project materials.

J. Therms Hastings, Director,- Center of Instructional

Research aned Curriculum Experimentation, Univers :;.4.y. of Illinois,

-Supervisor of the. evaluation staff.

Ella C. Lcj.5pert, Project Director,. participating 'iri the

developing and teaching of the new materials in Courses, I, II

and III.

(-icyj!.
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Address inquiries to:

Social Science Curriculum Study Center
University -High School !,

University`cf Illinois
Urbana, Illinois,

October 15,. 1965



VITA

Roland Francis Payette was born On April llth, 1926,

ii Cohoes, New York, where he attended elementary school.

He attended high school in Albany, Now York. As a member.o

the United States Navy during the period 1944 to 1946, he was

stationed at Miami University of Ohio in a Navy V-12 Unit.

He received his A.B. degree from Miami University in 1948.

In 1951 he received.an M.A. degree in Political Science from the

University of Cincinnati. Prom 1952 to 1954, he was a soc

studies teacher at Woodward High School,in Cincinnati,. Ohio.

" He was a research assistant at the Bureau of Educational Research,

University of IlLLnois from 1954 to 1957 and then' served as

Curriculum Coordinator fo5 the Elmwood Park Public Schools in

Illinois from 1957 to 1959. From 1959 to 1964, he was a test

and clirriculum researcher for the Educational Testing

Service in Princeton, 'New Jersey/ $ince 1964, he has been a'.

research associate on the staff of the University of Illinois
<7.

Socia1 Science Curriculum Study Center.
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